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INTRODUCTION 
 

End Time: – it’s Definition, Beginning and End 

End Time is also referred to as end of times, end of days, end of the world, end of the ages, last 

days, final days, last time, latter days or eschaton. Eschatology is the study of end times. 

End Time: – it’s Beginning and End 

Many people define end time by giving out signs of the end time, the birth pagans, which do not define 

end times. Usually people want to look for ‘signs’ that we are living in the end time wanting to neither 

define nor know it. It’s true we are living in the end time but what is end time, when did it begin and 

when will it end? 

End time, latter days, end of time, end of the ages etc. are phrases commonly misunderstood. A 

misunderstanding on these phrases can lead to a lot of un-biblical conclusions. 

Bible Verses on End Time 

I would like to look at some verses and come up with a basic New Testament definition of End Time. 

Acts 2:16 But this is that which was spoken by the prophet Joel. And it shall come to pass in the last 

days, says God, I will pour out of my Spirit upon all flesh: and your sons and your daughters shall 

prophesy, and your young men shall see visions, and your old men shall dream dreams. 

After the Holy Spirit fell on the day of Pentecost the crowd asked the Apostles to explain what was 

happening. Peter stood up and quoted Joel. He said that what was happening on that day, almost 2,000 

years ago, was a fulfillment of Joel’s prophesy. Joel said that the Spirit would be poured out in ‘the last 

days’. So here we have Peter telling us that the Day of Pentecost took place in last days, end time. 

1 John 2:18 Little children, it is the last time: and as you have heard that Antichrist shall come, even 

now are there many Antichrist; whereby we know that it is the last time. 

John the Apostle who wrote the Book of 1 John many years ago declares that end time had already 

come in his days. John does not say that end time will soon come in some future but it is already here. 

Heb 9:26 For then must he often have suffered since the foundation of the world: but now once in the 

end of the world has he appeared to put away sin by the sacrifice of himself. 

The writer of Hebrews clearly declares that Jesus appeared in end time to put away sin by the sacrifice 

of Himself. We know that the sacrifice of Christ happened almost 2,000 years ago. So from this verse 

we know that Christ’s first coming happened during the last days of human history (End Time). 

1 Peter 1:20 Who verily was foreordained before the foundation of the world, but was manifest in these 

last times for you. Peter tells us that Christ was foreknown from the foundation of the earth, but was 

‘manifest in the last times’ for our sake. Jesus first coming, His birth on earth, was in the end time. 
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Heb 1:1-2 God, who at sundry times and in divers manners spoke in time past unto the fathers by the 

prophets. Has in these last days spoken unto us by his Son, whom he has appointed heir of all things, 

by whom also he made the worlds. 

The Book of Hebrews begins with a description of how God worked in the Old Testament. In verse two 

it goes on to tell us how He began to work in the days of the Apostles. The author says, ‘In these last 

days, God has spoken to us by His Son…’ Note that the biblical author declares his generation as 

belonging to the last days; end time. 

From the above Bible verses, which are not exhaustive, we can clearly get the biblical definition of End 

Time. 

Biblical definition of End Time 

We usually hold that the last days, last hour and the end time refer to the generation that will see the 

second coming of Jesus Christ. This is not biblical. 

The Bible defines the phrase ‘End Time’ (and other similar phrases) not in relation to the second 

coming of Jesus Christ but his first coming. Nowhere does God’s word imply that the ‘End Time’ is 

only one generation long. Yes! There is a generation in the Bible marked truly to see the second 

coming of Jesus Christ but there are many generations after that generation. 

The Jews were waiting for the Kingdom to come with Messiah. The Messianic age was termed ‘the 

latter days, the End Time’ by the prophets. So after Christ came, the Apostles declared that the coming 

of the Kingdom and the King had taken place. They were declaring that the ‘latter days or End Times’ 

had begun; the last era in human history had begun. What all history had been leading up to, namely, 

the coming of God’s kingdom in Christ had come. 

We know that the Kingdom of God will not fully come to earth until Jesus Christ has put all his 

enemies, including death, underneath his feet at the events portrayed by Revelation 20:14 (1 Cor. 

15:24-28). But we must realize that the Kingdom of God has already begun in the Kingdom of Jesus 

Christ who first came to set it on earth and all authority in heaven and earth has been given to Him. 

The Bible declares that End Time began with the coming of Jesus Christ 2,000 years ago and will be 

wrapped up when he finally destroys death after his third coming. 

The Messianic Age, that began with the first coming of Jesus Christ and will end when he casts 

death into the lake of fire, is what the Bible refers to when it uses the phrase, ‘End Time’. The 

tribulation period and the birth pagans (signs of End Time) do not define the End Time.  

2 Timothy 3 New Life Version (NLV) 

Things That Will Happen in the Last Days 

3 You must understand that in the last days there will come times of much trouble. 2 People will love 

themselves and money. They will have pride and tell of all the things they have done. They will speak 

against God. Children and young people will not obey their parents. People will not be thankful and 

they will not be holy. 3 They will not love each other. No one can get along with them. They will tell 

https://www.christiantruthcenter.com/bible/
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lies about others. They will not be able to keep from doing things they know they should not do. They 

will be wild and want to beat and hurt those who are good. 4 They will not stay true to their friends. 

They will act without thinking. They will think too much of themselves. They will love fun instead of 

loving God. 5 They will do things to make it look as if they are Christians. But they will not receive the 

power that is for a Christian. Keep away from such people. 

6 These are the kind of people who go from house to house. They talk to foolish women who are loaded 

down with sins and all kinds of sinful desires. 7 Such women are always listening to new teaching. But 

they are never able to understand the truth. 8 Jannes and Jambres fought against Moses. So do these 

teachers fight against the truth today. Their minds think only of sinful things. They have turned against 

the Christian teaching. 9 They will not get very far. Their foolish teaching will be seen by everyone. 

That was the way it was with the two who worked against Moses. 

Teach the Truth 

10 But you know what I teach and how I live. You know what I want to do. You know about my faith 

and my love. You know how long I am willing to wait for something. You know how I keep on 

working for God even when it is hard for me. 11 You know about all the troubles and hard times I have 

had. You have seen how I suffered in the cities of Antioch and Iconium and Lystra. Yet the Lord 

brought me out of all those troubles. 12 Yes! All who want to live a God-like life who belong to Christ 

Jesus will suffer from others. 13 Sinful men and false teachers will go from bad to worse. They will lead 

others the wrong way and will be led the wrong way themselves. 

14 But as for you, hold on to what you have learned and know to be true. Remember where you learned 

them. 15 You have known the Holy Writings since you were a child. They are able to give you wisdom 

that leads to being saved from the punishment of sin by putting your trust in Christ Jesus. 16 All the 

Holy Writings are God-given and are made alive by Him. Man is helped when he is taught God’s 

Word. It shows what is wrong. It changes the way of a man’s life. It shows him how to be right with 

God. 17 It gives the man who belongs to God everything he needs to work well for Him. 

Are we Living in the Last Days? 

There is no doubt whatsoever, that the signs of the end of the world in the Bible are pointing to our 

generation. Anyone can see the great moral degeneration that has happened over the past 50+ years. 

The moral depravation of this world has reached such a point that we are now like Sodom and 

Gomorrha just before God destroyed that city with fire ... 2 Peter 2:6 ...'And turning the cities of Sodom 

and Gomorrha into ashes, condemned them with an overthrow, making them an example unto those 

that after should live ungodly.' 

So is the world going to end in the next couple of years? We cannot set dates, but from all the signs, we 

can know that the second coming is 'at the door'. There are still some things yet to happen that end time 

prophecy reveals, like the mark of the beast being enforced. And once the mark of the beast is enforced, 

we will know that we are in the VERY last days, right at the end of the world. But please do not wait 

until that happens to get ready. We need to get ready now and live for Christ Jesus and the Kingdom of 

Heaven every day. 

Don't forget, none of us know when OUR last day will be. So we need to be ready everyday. Satan's 

deceptions and temptations are going to get stronger and stronger. So please seek the truth of God's 

Word in the Bible and start living for Christ Jesus. 
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→→ WHAT MUST I DO TO BE SAVED? ←← 

Take a look at 2 Timothy 3 above again. EVERY sign that is given in those verses are specifically 

pointing to our day today. These are the signs showing that the end of the world is near. We ARE living 

in the last days, there can be no doubt. 

Signs of the End of the World 

The year is now 2020 and many people around the globe are wondering if the end of the world is near. I 

don't think there has ever been such a widespread interest in this topic like there is today. And who can 

blame people for wondering, when you see what is happening to our world. The signs of the end are 

prevalent. War, famine, natural disasters, incredible and rapid increase in knowledge. Poisoning of the 

air and water. Birds of the air and the Fish of the seas dying in huge numbers. These are just a few of 

the Biblical signs which you can see on our end time signs. 

Scientific FACT that supports the Bible → → THIS WORLD IS DYING ← ← 

The signs are so strong now and the evidence is so clear that any person willing to accept the truth can 

see that the end of the world, as we know it, is near. 

→→ WHAT MUST I DO TO BE SAVED? ←← 

Now the signs of the end that we are dealing with on this page are the signs we find within 2 Timothy 

3:1-5 ...'This know also, that in the last days perilous times shall come. For men shall be lovers of their 

own selves, covetous, boasters, proud, blasphemers, disobedient to parents, unthankful, unholy, without 

natural affection, trucebreakers, false accusers, incontinent, fierce, despisers of those that are good, 

traitors, heady, highminded, lovers of pleasures more than lovers of God; Having a form of godliness, 

but denying the power thereof: from such turn away.' 

These verses predicted a great moral degeneration in our society. 

But before we get into these last day signs, take a look at this Bible verse also ... 2 Peter 3:3-4 

...'Knowing this first, that there shall come in the last days scoffers, walking after their own lusts, and 

saying, Where is the promise of his coming? for since the fathers fell asleep, all things continue as they 

were from the beginning of the creation.' ... Do we live in a day of scoffers? Most certainly! Talk about 

the end times and the majority of people, including many Christians will just laugh it off saying that 

"all things continue as they were from the beginning of the creation." in PERFECT fulfillment of this 

Bible prophecy above! 

So lets look at just some of the signs from the above Bible verse in Timothy and apply it to our time 

and see if it tells us that we are living at the end of the world, just before the second coming of Jesus. 

PERILOUS TIMES 

Are we living in perilous times? There is no doubt about that. Let's just take one example of what is 

happening today. There are uprisings all around the world, with people protesting and rioting and 

governments toppling. The people are starting to see the power they have if they get together. And this 

is a very dangerous situation and one that will lead to the image of the beast being formed, which will 

http://www.signs-of-end-times.com/what-must-do-saved.html
http://www.signs-of-end-times.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Injlszfzst8
http://www.signs-of-end-times.com/what-must-do-saved.html
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bring on the enforcement of the beast's mark. And with the economy melting all around the world, with 

countries nearing bankruptcy, the world is becoming ripe for a one world currency, which will aid with 

enforcing the mark and stop those who refuse the mark from "buying and selling" (Rev.13). 

"2014 was a catastrophic year for millions caught up in violence." (source) 

LOVERS OF PLEASURE MORE THAN GOD 

This sign of the end is powerful just on its own! Do we live in a world full of pleasure seekers? Most 

certainly. Again, to fulfill this end of world sign, we only need look at the professing Christian 

churches. A great majority of professing Christians are lovers of pleasure more than they love God. 

They fill their lives with television, partying, socializing, reading novels, playing games, wasting time 

on social networks like facebook, and God gets little of their time. 

The films, tv programs and music that professing Christians are happy to listen to today is just 

shocking! There is no distinction between your average Christian and a worldly person today. Should 

Christians listen to secular music and watch all the garbage that they do? No, not at all. 

The programs and films that are watched by professed Christians today are an abomination to 

God 

Now, go back 50 years or more and this would not be the problem it is today, because life was much 

simpler back then, without all the worldly entertainment. How many Christian homes give time to 

worship God as a family everyday? Not too many I guess, because they are too busy watching their 

favorite tv program, or reading their favorite novel, or playing their favorite games. We certainly live in 

a pleasure seeking world. This sign of the last days is fulfilled in our generation. 

Men are still living as if nothing is going to happen. Pleasure lovers are still crowding into bars, 

theatres, gambling halls and sports arenas. The highest excitement prevails, and yet probation's hour is 

fast closing, and every case is about to be eternally decided. Satan sees that his time is short, and he's 

always at work that men may be deceived, deluded, occupied and entranced, until the day of probation 

shall be ended, and the door of mercy be forever shut. 

PEOPLE WILL BE COVETOUS 

Well, we certainly live in a covetous age, where people clamour after the latest and best things. And not 

only do we covet possessions, we also covet after other men and women, whether married or not. The 

majority of people today are seeking after worldly riches, rather than eternal heavenly riches. 

Again, this end of the world sign also applies to the churches of today. Just look at what the 

prosperity gospel is producing! Professing Christians just in it for earthly riches. 

Also, think about how many women are coveted and lusted after everyday, because of the tight, 

revealing clothing they wear these days. And not just on the streets, but in the churches also! And 

again, the television, internet, magazines, billboards, etc, causes us to covet and clamour after the latest 

things this world has to offer. No doubt we live in a covetous time like no other. 

 

http://www.markofbeast.net/
https://www.amnesty.org/press-releases/2015/02/global-response-to-atrocities-by-states-and-armed-groups-shameful-and-ineffective/
http://www.worshipinspiritandtruth.net/page9.htm
http://www.worshipinspiritandtruth.net/page9.htm
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PEOPLE WILL BE BOASTERS AND PROUD 

Pride was the original sin that caused Satan to fall from his exalted position in Heaven, and pride is the 

sin that the majority of people cherish in this world today. LOOK AT ME is the way people are today. 

Too proud to be humble before God and turn the other cheek to their fellow neighbour. Too proud to 

stop and help someone in need just in case others see them. 

And as mentioned above, the way people dress these days compared to times past is amazing! Tight, 

trendy, revealing clothes to make people look at them and like them. Driving the latest cars and 

wanting to live in the nicest homes. LOOK AT ME, I've made it in this world! 

CHILDREN DISOBEDIENT TO PARENTS 

"You have a generation of kids now that don't respect their parents or the police ... When we were 

youngsters we were made to have respect for the olders. Now if an older was to slap a youth that kid 

is going to pick up a hammer." 

This is one of the many signs of the end of the world, and it is pointing clearly to our generation. The 

youths of today go about in gangs having little respect for their elders and parents, and pretty much 

little respect for anything, which this business man in Cape Town will tell you. And why is that? 

Because society today teaches them that there is no God. They have no idea what Christ Jesus has done 

for them, and therefore they do not have any future. So really, it's not surprising that they rebel! 

PEOPLE WILL BE UNTHANKFUL 

Many of us are unthankful today because we have been so conditioned by the world to just take things 

for granted. Just have a think about your daily life. Are you really thankful to God for the many 

blessings He has bestowed upon you? Do you thank Him for waking you up in the morning? For 

feeding you? For providing you with a job and income? Do you thank Him for His wonderful creation? 

And most of all, do you thank God everyday for giving us His Son Christ Jesus? Do you contemplate 

that amazing sacrifice He made? Now if Christians are unthankful, then what are those outside the faith 

like? We certainly live in a time of ungreatfulness. Spare a thought for those who DON'T have today! 

There will be some people reading this that have great troubles and difficulties in their lives. But you 

CAN be thankful. Thankful that God has promised us a future, if we believe in His Son Jesus Christ, 

and follow Him. 

PEOPLE WILL BE UNHOLY 

Now this sign of the end of the world is an amazing one. Do you know why? Because I only need to 

talk about professing Christians here. Go back just 50 years and you would find a world with Christians 

who were far more holy and humble than they are today. Many believe that we need not keep the ten 

commandments anymore, just as long as we "believe" in Jesus. And what does this lead to? A people 

who continue living in sin and being unholy. 

Jude 1:4 ...'For there are certain men crept in unawares, who were before of old ordained to this 

condemnation, ungodly men, turning the grace of our God into lasciviousness, and denying the only 

Lord God, and our Lord Jesus Christ.' 

http://www.myfoxdetroit.com/story/19642028/owner-loitering-teens-taking-over-detroit-gas-station-driving-business-away
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These men have certainly crept into the churches and as a result the churches are full of unconverted, 

unholy people today, who have turned the grace of God into a licence to sin! Much more so today than 

in times past. Churches today have become more like social places, theatres and concerts, rather than 

holy places of worship. Christians have lost the Bible truth about how to worship in Church. 

Christians seem to think that they will be saved IN their sins, rather than Jesus saving them FROM their 

sins. There is little effort today being made in turning away from sin and living a holy life for God. And 

if this is the state of the majority of Christians, then what is the rest of the world like? Yes, this end of 

the world sign is being fulfilled today. We are sure living in the last days.  

PEOPLE WITHOUT NATURAL AFFECTION 

Another great sign of the end of the world! Just look at how homosexuality is being pushed and 

accepted around the world today. The picture on the right is just one of the many articles from the news 

today, showing that homosexuality is becoming the "norm". And not just in the world, but in the 

churches too! 

We are also now seeing churches accept ACTIVE homosexuals. And not only that, many churches are 

now placing these people in leadership positions! Homosexuality is being pushed through television 

also, with many programs portraying homosexuality as normal. This is all in complete disobedience to 

God's clear Word ... 1 Corinthians 6:9-10 ...'Do you not know that the unrighteous will not inherit the 

kingdom of God? Do not be deceived. Neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor 

homosexuals, nor sodomites, nor thieves, nor covetous, nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor extortioners 

will inherit the kingdom of God.' 

So many signs showing we are IN the last days! 

DESPISERS OF THOSE THAT ARE GOOD 

We live in an age today where people will not take correction or rebuke for their sins. If you warn 

Christians for wrong doing, many of them will just say "stop judging me!" and will not take correction. 

Even though the Bible says that the Word of God is to be used for instruction, correction and rebuke. 

2 Timothy 3:16 ...'All scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for 

reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness.' 

This day and age, people are CRITICIZED for being pious. If you are seen to be a good, holy person, 

then the world will sneer at you, being labelled as a "goody two shoes". The world is so full of sin 

today that it cannot handle people who are good. This Bible sign is applicable more for our day than 

any other before us, and shows we are living in the last days. 

PEOPLE WILL BE LOVERS OF THEMSELVES 

You will now see how Paul above in 2 Timothy is talking about our day. These signs of the last days 

are so clearly speaking about our generation. Do people love themselves today by putting themselves 

before God and other people? Most certainly. We seem to be more concerned about how we look on the 

outside, rather than how we look on the inside (our heart). Everything now is commercialized to the 

extreme to make people think about ME, ME, ME!. If you walked down the street just 50 years ago, 

you would have seen the majority of people dressed modestly in smart, humble clothing, covering their 

http://www.worshipinspiritandtruth.net/page2.htm
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bodies. Today if you do the same you will see the majority of people dressed in tight revealing clothing 

to make themselves look "sexy". 

Today, the television, radio, newspapers, magazines and internet are full of adverts to try and lure us 

into buying the next best thing, to make us look better than the next person. Yes, this is certainly a sign 

for the time we live in. And what makes this sign appropriate more for our day is the fact that it applies 

to the majority of professing Christians also! The church is full of people who have no idea what it 

truly means to worship God, and think more of themselves than they do of God and other people. Just 

look at America!  

The majority of people there profess to be Christian. So why is it that there are thousands of people 

starving to death everyday? Because professing Christians are too busy with themselves to worry about 

the needy. And Satan has deceived the majority of professing Christians into thinking it is ok to 

spend the money that God has entrusted them with on THEMSELVES, rather than using it to 

help the poor and further God's kingdom. 

A "FORM" OF GODLINESS ONLY 

Now this is an end time sign pointing purely to Christians. And is it fulfilled in our day? Yes. The 

Christian churches are FULL of people who only have a "form" of Godliness. How many Christians 

actually LIVE the faith that they proclaim? How many LIVE according to the way laid out in the 

Bible? Not many, which is why Jesus said ... "will I find faith when I return?" (Luke 18:8). And which 

is why He said that only "few" would find the narrow way, as the majority will head down the broad 

way to destruction. Why? Because they loved the world more than they loved God! 

Yes, there may be "revivals" going on around the world today. But many of them only have that "form" 

of Godliness and are not filled with the true Spirit of God. Anyone can rent a stadium. Put on an 

elaborate "Christian" rock band on stage. Say "nice" things to make people feel good. Draw many 

people through the doors and call it "revival". But do you know what TRUE revival is? Turning away 

from sin and living holy lives for God. The so called revivals happening today are nothing more than 

worldly excitement. 

What Does the Bible Say about the End Times? 

Every human being today lives at the nexus of the old and the new.1 The “end times” are already and 

not yet. Like the Early Church, we find ourselves living in that tension of “realization and 

expectation.”2 The question of whether we are living in the last days is answered without the slightest 

vagueness by the New Testament authors: “Long ago, at many times and in many ways, God spoke to 

our fathers by the prophets, but in these last days he has spoken to us by his Son” (Hebrews 1:2). 

“God chose him as your ransom long before the world began, but he has now revealed him to you in 

these last days” (1 Peter 1:20 NLT). 

Learning to live in the tension of “the already and the not yet” of the End Times is no blind faith to be 

taken lightly, but rather faithful living to be cultivated prayerfully. For Advent, the best lived-in 

description of discussing the End Times—is a season of waiting. And waiting is not what we do best. 

The stilled, Simeon-like posture of simple believers waiting on the Lord is too often juxtaposed with 

multi-million-dollar bestsellers with kitschy covers of the Apocalypse. Somewhere between the 

http://www.biblestudytools.com/search/?t=niv&q=heb+1:2
http://www.biblestudytools.com/search/?t=nlt&q=1pe+1:20-20
https://www.christianity.com/christian-life/christmas/what-is-advent.html
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unbridled extremes of neglect and mania lies the unpretentious truth of an ancient memorial 

acclamation from the liturgy of the Eastern Church: “Christ has died. Christ is risen. Christ will come 

again.”3 That singular and early memorial is often recited today in Anglican, Methodist, Presbyterian, 

and other Protestant congregations, as well as in Roman Catholic and Orthodox communities. Millions 

recite the words, “Christ has come. Christ will come again.”4 Millions more distort, ignore, or forget 

the meaning of the words. The old saying sounds simple, sane, and certain; because it is. But the 

extremes too often get the headlines and in doing so cloud the otherwise clear Biblical truth for others. 

In one extreme corner are the cynics, the unconcerned, and the unmovable. They are like the aging 

protagonist in Margaret Atwood’s The Blind Assassin: “But why bother about the end of the world? It 

is the end of the world every day, for someone." With all due regard to the character in Mrs. Atwood’s 

novel, this que sera, sera attitude is part of Peter’s warning to the Church: "Above all, you must 

understand that in the last days scoffers will come, scoffing and following their own evil desires” (2 

Peter 3:3 NIV). Then, in the other corner, there are sensationalists, who use the “End Times” like stolen 

Bitcoins for buying publicity to convert their obscurity into spectacle. One late, infamous, modern-day 

diviner-of-dates sadly deluded into thinking that he had “inside information” on how to use “Biblical 

mathematics,” predicted the end of the world “no fewer than 12 times.”5 There is no delight in taunting 

his tall tales; only pity. 

But what does the Bible say about the End Times? The little memorial affirmation of faith — “Christ 

has died. Christ is risen. Christ will come again”— is at once simple, satisfying, and correct.6 But let us 

examine the depth of that confession by carefully answering common questions surrounding the Last 

Days or End Times. 

What Do the Words “End Times” Mean in Scripture? 

One contemporary evangelical theologian gave a succinct response to the meaning of the “end times” 

or “last days” as used in the Holy Scriptures: 

“The end-time period surrounding Jesus’ second coming is variously called the last times, last hour, last 

days, day of the Lord, day of judgment, day of Gods wrath, time of punishment, end of the ages, end of 

all things. The temporal finality of these expressions highlights the firm New Testament belief that the 

present course of history will come to an end when Jesus returns. The certainty of the first advent 

guarantees the certainty of the second (Acts 1:7).7 

Bible scholars agree that the Early Church adopted the simple framework of “apocalyptic dualism.” 

Apocalyptic dualism, a fancy phrase for a plain teaching, means Jesus Christ comes to earth twice. His 

first Advent brought a New Covenant. The Second Advent will bring a New World. Thus, once the first 

coming was accomplished, the Second Coming is awaited. Such a position is consistent with Scripture. 

To wit, “Yes, we live in the last days and we have been since Christ returned to Heaven.” No less than 

the Lord, the Holy Spirit, through the inspired writers of the Old and New Testaments, declares that we 

are in those last days now. The Apostles Paul, Peter, and the writer to the Hebrews, each support the 

other in saying that the resurrection and ascension of our Lord Jesus Christ inaugurated the end of days. 

Key Bible Passages 

One must be careful in “rightly dividing the Word” when considering Old Testament teaching on the 

End Times or Last Days. The writer could be prophesying about the first or second Advent of the 

Messiah. Two good examples of this are Daniel and Joel. Daniel is an apocalyptic book—that is, a 
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genre of Biblical literature that dispatches imagery, mystery, and symbolism to speak of the end times, 

or the latter days. The prophet Joel is an Old Testament book that not only speaks to the last days 

before the end of the world but signals that the last days begin with the Spirit-inaugurated event after 

Jesus’ ascension. How do we know that? Peter interprets Joel 2:28 in his sermon at Pentecost by 

applying its truth to that moment: 

“And in the last days it shall be, God declares, that I will pour out my Spirit on all flesh, and your sons 

and your daughters shall prophesy, and your young men shall see visions, and your old men shall 

dream dreams” (Acts 2:17 ESV). 

Again, for Peter, in Acts 2:17, we are in the end times. This passage is important to unlocking the 

language of the Bible about the end times. New Testament insight is necessary to interpret the Old. Old 

Testament prophecy gives appreciation for the Plan of God across the Ages. 

So, let us focus on a few of the many passages that teach us about the end times. 

The Teaching of Jesus 

Mark 13 is arguably one of the most vital passages for understanding the last days or end times. In it 

Jesus moves, sometimes in the same sentence, between speaking of the last days as referring to the 

destruction of Jerusalem (AD 70, sacked by Rome) and His Second Coming. 

“’Do you see these huge buildings?’ Jesus asked. ‘Not one stone here will be left on top of another. 

Every stone will be thrown down’” (Mark 13:2 ESV). 

“You will hear about wars. You will also hear people talking about future wars. Don’t be alarmed. 

Those things must happen. But the end still isn’t here. Nation will fight against nation. Kingdom will 

fight against kingdom. There will be earthquakes in many places. People will go hungry. All of those 

things are the beginning of birth pains” (Mark 13:7, 8 ESV). 

There is an ebb and flow to the message that should bring humility to the believer in such matters. God 

knows the timing. We don’t. Yet, the era between the First Advent and the Second Advent of Jesus is 

marked by precisely what we see today (and throughout history): deceitful pretender-messiahs who 

claim to know the date! 

“Many will come in my name. They will claim, ‘I am he.’ They will fool many people” (Mark 13:6 

ESV). 

“At that time someone may say to you, ‘Look! Here is the Christ!’ Or, ‘Look! There he is!’ Do not 

believe it. False Christs and false prophets will appear. They will do signs and miracles. They will try 

to fool God’s chosen people if possible.  Keep watch! I have told you everything ahead of time” (Mark 

13:21-23 ESV). 

Jesus shows in Mark 13 that we are in the end times. We do not know where we are on that continuum. 

But we know that various disruptions of the heavens and the earth, continuing catastrophic events will 

happen, but we are not to be caught like a deer in the headlight by such incidents. But there is a sign. If 

the end times begin with the inauguration of the missionary activity of the Church at Pentecost, it also 

will be consummated by the successful preaching of the Gospel to all nations. Then the end will come 

(Mark 13:10). 
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The Apostles’ Teaching 

As we have noted, the writer to the Hebrews and the Apostle Peter teach that we are now in the last 

days. In like manner, St. Paul wrote to his protégé, Pastor Timothy, that he was ministering at Ephesus 

in the last days. When Paul instructed the young pastor about “the last days,” he was not referencing 

some future date that Timothy would never see. Paul was warning Timothy that the last days were here: 

“But understand this, that in the last days there will come times of difficulty” (2 Timothy 3:1). 

What Is the Rapture? 

One of the most interesting developments in the history of the Church has been the concept of the 

Church being secretly removed from the earth. While a millenarian impulse (a literal one-thousand-year 

reign of Jesus Christ upon the earth, in the presence of sin, and a final rebellion by Satan) has been a 

minority strain of eschatology (the study of the last things) in the Church’s history, the concept of a 

secret rapture is relatively new.8 The doctrine (and the English word used to describe it) emerged from 

a study of 1 Thessalonians 4:13-18. There Paul is speaking pastorally to believers about the state of 

those who have died in faith and the Second Coming of Christ. Rather than a speculative, sensational 

presentation of a secret removal of believers, the miraculous revelation is “one of the loudest verses in 

the Bible.”9 The passage in question reads: 

“But we do not want you to be uninformed, brothers, about those who are asleep, that you may not 

grieve as others do who have no hope.  For since we believe that Jesus died and rose again, even so, 

through Jesus, God will bring with him those who have fallen asleep.  For this, we declare to you by a 

word from the Lord, that we who are alive, who are left until the coming of the Lord, will not precede 

those who have fallen asleep.  For the Lord himself will descend from heaven with a cry of command, 

with the voice of an archangel, and with the sound of the trumpet of God. And the dead in Christ will 

rise first.  Then we who are alive, who are left, will be caught up together with them in the clouds to 

meet the Lord in the air, and so we will always be with the Lord.  Therefore encourage one another 

with these words” (1 Thessalonians 4:13-18 ESV). 

For most of church history, the passage sought to bring comfort to those who were awaiting the coming 

of Christ. In the nineteenth century, John Nelson Darby (1800–1882), an Irish lawyer-turned-priest-

turned-entrepreneur, became increasingly involved with the development of a “highly distinctive” 

ecclesiology and a complex system of eschatology.  

With an emphasis upon “Futurism” (the study of how events are destined to create a certain future that 

can be known and prepared for), Darby developed a doctrinal framework that became known as 

“Dispensationalism.”10 While there is no scholarly biography on the Irish religious leader (he did not 

believe in “clergy” or ordained ministers in the Church), it is safe to say that through his booklets and 

pamphlets his cryptic system of the future that included an arbitrary division of history outlasted his 

own life and, undoubtedly, became more popular in the United States and Canada than it ever was in 

the British Isles.11 Nevertheless, the teaching of 1 Thessalonians 4 certainly includes a sudden 

appearance of the Lord Jesus and a reanimation and miraculous resurrection of those who have died in 

Christ, followed by those who are alive at His coming. 

The case of the “rapture” and the various eschatological schools of thought tend to reveal the mystery 

rather than clarity. Much unnecessary division has come upon the Church because of placing schools of 

interpretation above love. However, all agree to the essential truth—once more to our ancient phrase—

Christ has died, Christ is risen, Christ will come again.  
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Revelation, the Antichrist, The Man of Sin, the Beast, and 666 

There are, of course, other important matters revealed in the Bible about these last days. The “Man of 

Sin,” the Antichrist, the “many antichrists,” the Beast, and other apocalyptic persons and images. These 

all remind us that the letters, e.g., 2 Thessalonians and The Revelation of Jesus Christ to the Apostle 

John, were written to real people facing menacing powers that threatened their lives, that threatened the 

Body of Christ in the world.  

The beastly powers of Statism (the tyrannical rule of human government denying the God-given rights 

of people)—with the dictatorial the “mark of the Beast (“666” or “never 7, never 7, never 7”; the 

Hebrew word for the number seven being the word marking the completion, the resting, of God from 

creating the cosmos; 666 is “always man, always man, never God’s”).12 Each and all have meaning, to 

those under persecution then and now. The symbols move before us in Scripture like a reel on fast-

forward. But the background is still and clear: He came. He's coming again. The return of Jesus is the 

next great event in the unfolding drama of the ages. That is where we are today. 

How Shall We Then Wait? 

The cross of Christ is the supreme sign staked out by God Himself in the historical pathways of this old 

world. There was life before Christ, anticipating His first Advent. There is life after Christ—anno 

Domini, in the Year of our Lord—not only awaiting His Second Advent, but actively fulfilling God’s 

mission in the world. The entire epic of redemption in the coming of the God-Man, Jesus of Nazareth 

— His life lived for us, His sacrificial death on the cross for us, His burial, resurrection, appearances, 

ascension, and the Holy Spirit coming upon the disciples gathered in the Upper Room, catapulting the 

Kingdom of Christ unto the ends of the earth—inaugurated the final act in the Plan for a New Heaven 

and a New Earth.  

We must faithfully seek answers to our questions about the last days in the larger cosmic context of the 

panorama of redemption. Rather than quarreling over the sequence, details, and apocalyptic imagery 

designed to say, “whatever you think, it’s greater than that,” we are called to just wait. To borrow a title 

from Lewis, the End Times is “Mere Waiting.” Holy Waiting. But holy waiting is not passive. Holy 

waiting is active: living the Gospel, teaching the Gospel, and proclaiming the Gospel, so that there will 

be a multitude of souls safe in the arms of Jesus when He comes again. To wait by working in the 

Temples of our lives we fulfill God’s mission. And it is true: 

“Mission is not primarily an activity of the church, but an attribute of God. God is a missionary God . . 

.”13 

When are the End Times? We have always lived in the End Times. Each day is a sacred gift of life at 

the nexus of time and eternity. We are called to receive the gift of this day, not in futile speculation, but 

in bowed doxological humility. As C.S. Lewis wrote, 

“Now, today, this moment, is our chance to choose the right side. God is holding back to give us that 

chance. It will not last forever. We must take it or leave it.”14 

And sometimes we are so thrilled with the glorious vision of “Paradise Regained,” that we can’t help 

but whisper a prayer as we witness the morning sun painting the eastern skies: “Even so, come, Lord 

Jesus.”15 
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The Church in the Last Days (2 Timothy 3:1-9) 

But understand this, that in the last days difficult times will come. For people will be lovers of 

themselves, lovers of money, boastful, arrogant, blasphemers, disobedient to parents, ungrateful, 

unholy, unloving, irreconcilable, slanderers, without self-control, savage, opposed to what is good, 

treacherous, reckless, conceited, loving pleasure rather than loving God.  

They will maintain the outward appearance of religion but will have repudiated its power. So avoid 

people like these. For some of these insinuate themselves into households and captivate weak women 

who are overwhelmed with sins and led along by various passions. Such women are always seeking 

instruction, yet never able to arrive at a knowledge of the truth. And just as Jannes and Jambres 

opposed Moses, so these people—who have warped minds and are disqualified in the faith—also 

oppose the truth. But they will not go much further, for their foolishness will be obvious to everyone, 

just like it was with Jannes and Jambres. 

2 Timothy 3:1-9 (NET) 

What are characteristics of the church in the last days? 

In 2 Timothy, one of the major themes is suffering for Christ. Paul is in prison for his faith awaiting a 

death sentence, and he calls Timothy to suffer with him as a good soldier of Christ (2 Tim 2:3). 

Christians are being persecuted throughout the Roman Empire. However, in this passage, Paul is not 

talking about suffering from without but suffering from within. Some of our greatest sufferings, as 

Christians, often come from people within God’s church. 

Paul says, “But understand this,” or it can be translated, “But realize this” (NASB). There are some 

things we must realize about the church, and if we don’t, we may become disillusioned or even fall 

away. Sadly, many have fallen away because they didn’t recognize the state or condition of the times. 

In describing the state of the church in the last days, Paul says it will be “difficult” times. This word can 

be translated “terrible, “perilous,” or “violent.” It was used one other time in the New Testament to 

describe the two demoniacs in the region of the Gadarenes; they were so violent that nobody could pass 

by them (Matt 8:28). This may imply that these terrible times will be inspired by demons.  

The word “times” is not the Greek word “chronos”, referring to chronological time, but “kairos”, 

referring to seasons. There will be seasons of heightened peril in the church and other times of relative 

peace.  

However, the scary thing about the last days is that it not only refers to the time right before Christ’s 

return, but it also applies to the very age Timothy ministered in. This is clear as Paul warns Timothy to 

“So avoid people like these” (v. 5). The present tense of this phrase means that the difficult times had 

already begun. In fact, on God’s eschatological timeline, the ‘last days’ began when Christ came to the 

earth. Hebrews 1:1-2 says, 

After God spoke long ago in various portions and in various ways to our ancestors through the 

prophets, in these last days he has spoken to us in a son, whom he appointed heir of all things, and 

through whom he created the world. 
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Why is Paul informing Timothy about the last days? It is because Timothy needed to understand the 

nature of them so he wouldn’t get discouraged and fall away. Similarly, in warning the disciples about 

coming persecutions, Christ said, “I have told you all these things so that you will not fall away” (John 

16:1). When you know something difficult is coming, it is easier to persevere and be faithful when it 

happens. We need to understand this reality as well. Difficulties are already around us and ahead of us. 

What are characteristics of the church in the last days? 

Big Question: What characteristics of the church in the last days can be discerned from 2 Timothy 3:1-

9, and how should we respond to this reality? 

In the Last Days, the Church Will Be Full of False Believers 

For people will be lovers of themselves, lovers of money, boastful, arrogant, blasphemers, disobedient 

to parents, ungrateful, unholy, unloving, irreconcilable, slanderers, without self-control, savage, 

opposed to what is good, treacherous, reckless, conceited, loving pleasure rather than loving God. They 

will maintain the outward appearance of religion but will have repudiated its power. So avoid people 

like these. 

2 Timothy 3:2-5 

Observation Question: What are characteristics of the people in the last days? 

As we continue to read Paul’s words, we find that the terrible times will not be bad because of difficult 

events but because of evil people. This is what will make these last days so terrible. There will be many 

in the church who profess Christianity but look nothing like their Lord and Savior. In verse 5, Paul says 

that they had an “outward appearance of religion” but “repudiated its power.” This means that they had 

the outer trappings of Christianity—they went to church, sang hymns, gave their tithes, went on 

mission trips—but lived ungodly lives that proved they had never experienced Christ’s saving power. 

This is exactly what Christ warned the disciples of in the parables of the kingdom in Matthew 13. 

Christ said the kingdom of heaven is tares and wheat (v. 36-43), and good and bad fish (v. 47-50)—

essentially true and false believers. He also describes the kingdom as yeast hidden in flour, which 

spreads throughout the lump (v. 33). Yeast typically refers to false doctrine (Matt 16:11-12) or sin (1 

Cor 5:6); therefore, Christ described how evil would spread and saturate the church at various stages of 

history. The current state of the kingdom is a mixture of good and evil. It is scary! 

This reality often leads to disillusionment and apostasy—Satan’s very intent in planting tares, bad fish, 

and leaven. No doubt, this is the reason that Paul warned Timothy. In 2 Timothy 3:1-5, Paul gives 

nineteen negative characteristics of many professing believers during these difficult times: 

People will be lovers of themselves: This comes first because it is the dominant characteristic of the last 

days—leading to further sins. Satan tempted Eve to be like God in the garden. He called her to seek 

self-fulfillment instead of loving God and others first. From that point, that became the prominent 

motivation in humanity. Life is about us and our satisfaction. Religion simply becomes another addition 

to seek fulfillment. People ask, “Can Christianity help us be happy? Can it help our children not lie and 

steal? In that case, we should go to church!”  

In fact, much of the teaching in churches these days focuses on self-love. It has essentially become the 

greatest commandment. They say, “You can’t love God or others unless you love yourself first!” 
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However, there is never a command in the Bible to love ourselves. The Bible assumes that we already 

do—it is a result of our sin nature. When Scripture says to love our neighbors as ourselves (Matt 

12:31), it is simply recognizing that we already love ourselves way too much. Scripture continually 

calls us to humble ourselves (James 4:10), deny ourselves, take up our cross (Matt 16:24), and seek the 

interests of others over ourselves (Phil 2:3). However, since self has replaced God, it leads to many 

other sins. 

Lovers of money: Since the love of self is dominant, the love of money naturally follows. By pursuing 

money, we cater to all our desires. In fact, many will use religion to make money. First Timothy 6:5 

says that many will think that “godliness is a way of making a profit.” 

Boastful: Those who love themselves will continually brag about themselves, their money, their 

education, their achievements, and even their faith. They will boast about their giving, their strong 

devotion, and even their “spiritual” experiences. The church will be full of braggarts. 

Arrogant: Pride is the internal motivation that leads people to brag. People will think higher of 

themselves than they should. They will have false pride about their race, their social class, their 

economic standing, and even their doctrine. 

Blasphemers: This word can be translated “abusive.” They will blaspheme others and God. When life 

is about self and people don’t get their way, they become angry and aggressive towards God and others. 

This abuse will be directed towards people of different ethnicities, social or economic standings, 

denominational affiliations, and even their own families. The church will be abusive instead of loving. 

Disobedient to their parents: Love of self naturally leads to disobeying parents in order to fulfill one’s 

desires. Disobedience to parents will ultimately lead to disobeying all authorities—teachers, work 

superiors, government, and God. 

Ungrateful: If something interrupts one’s pursuit of self-gratification, then he or she will complain and 

become angry. Instead of being worshipers, the church will be a group of ungrateful people that 

complain about anything that makes them uncomfortable—the worship music, the seating, the 

preaching, the children’s ministry, the church leadership, the national government, the education 

system, sports, and so on. Like Israel in the wilderness, they will be grumblers who are constantly 

disciplined by God (1 Cor 10:10). 

Unholy: Love of self leads people to not respect or fear God. Without a reverence for God, they will be 

led into all types of sins. Their thought life, conversations, entertainment, and actions will be unholy. 

Unloving: “Unloving” can also be translated “without natural affection” or “without family affection.” 

Parents will neglect their children, as they pursue money and self-fulfillment. Sometimes they will 

abort their children in order to cater to self. Children will hate their parents in response. There will be a 

lack of “natural affection” in the church. It will be shameful to hear stories about how believers neglect 

their children, spouses, and elderly parents—especially when church leaders do it! 

Irreconcilable: They won’t forgive others nor seek forgiveness from others. They are so prideful that 

they won’t humble themselves to seek reconciliation. 

Slanderers: This expression is from the word “diabolos” which can be translated “accuser” or “devil.” 

People will slander others with their words and slander God. The church will be full of gossip and 

back-biting. When self is on the throne, it naturally leads to pulling down others to exalt oneself.  
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Without self-control: People will lack power to discipline themselves. They will be controlled by their 

delights and passions—overeating, oversleeping, video games, social media, shopping, drugs, 

cigarettes, pornography, etc. The church will be full of addicts of one thing or another. Satisfying self 

leads to uncontrollable urges. 

Savage: This can be translated “brutal,” “fierce,” or “untamed.” People will be like wild animals 

seeking to tear one another apart in order to gain or protect their desires. 

Opposed to what is good: They will love what should be hated, and hate what should be loved. 

Ungodly entertainment, ideologies, and endeavors, they will love. But the things of God—his Word, 

preaching, worship, serving, and righteousness—they will hate.  

Treacherous: They won’t keep their promises. The only commitment they will keep is their pursuit of 

happiness. Divorce, church splits, and church hopping will be common place. 

Reckless: People will do whatever they want without consideration of others. All that matters is self 

and self-expression. They will say things like, “I just had to be true to myself!”, as if that justifies any 

number of evils. 

Conceited: People will be full of their own exaggerated self-importance blinding them to others’ 

opinions and ultimately God’s Word. God resists the proud but gives grace to the humble (James 4:6). 

Loving pleasure rather than loving God: Because they love pleasure instead of God, churches will be 

full of entertainment instead of true worship. Church services will be about pleasing people instead of 

pleasing God. People will plan worship primarily with the thought of getting and keeping people and 

their money instead of truly worshiping God. 

Maintain the outward appearance of religion but will have repudiated its power: Also, translated 

“having a form of godliness but denying its power” (NIV). Again, there will be form but no power to 

change lives.  

What others said this about these people: 

Outwardly these people seem religious. They make a profession of Christianity, but their actions speak 

louder than their words. By their ungodly behavior, they show that they are living a lie. There is no 

evidence of the power of God in their lives. While there might have been reformation, there never was 

regeneration. Weymouth translates: “They will keep up a make-believe of piety and yet exclude its 

power.” Likewise Moffatt: “Though they keep up a form of religion, they will have nothing to do with 

it as a force.” Phillips puts it: “They will maintain a façade of ‘religion’ but their conduct will deny its 

validity.” They want to be religious and to have their sins at the same time (cf. Rev. 3:14–22). Hiebert 

warns: “It is the fearful portrayal of an apostate Christendom, a new paganism masquerading under the 

name of Christianity.”3 

Certainly, we’ve seen some of the worst examples of this throughout history: In the name of 

Christianity, people have slaughtered Jews, Muslims, and one another! The believers in the letter of 

James were fighting, oppressing, and murdering one another (James 4:1-2, 5:1-6). The Corinthians 

were taking one another to court (1 Cor 6:1-6). Terrible times indeed! 
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Observation Question: How should we respond to these people in the church? 

Paul says to Timothy, “So avoid people like these” (v 5). This means that there should be a complete 

healthy separation from individuals who profess Christ but live lives that deny that reality. Consider 

what Paul said in 1 Corinthians 5:9-13: 

I wrote you in my letter not to associate with sexually immoral people. In no way did I mean the 

immoral people of this world, or the greedy and swindlers and idolaters, since you would then have to 

go out of the world. But now I am writing to you not to associate with anyone who calls himself a 

Christian who is sexually immoral, or greedy, or an idolater, or verbally abusive, or a drunkard, or a 

swindler. Do not even eat with such a person. For what do I have to do with judging those outside? Are 

you not to judge those inside? But God will judge those outside. Remove the evil person from among 

you. 

We must separate from believers who practice lifestyles like this. Yes, we must first lovingly challenge 

them to repent—even multiple times (Matt 18:15-17). But if they continue in rebellious lifestyles, we 

must separate. We separate in order to protect ourselves from corrupt habits (1 Cor 15:33), but we also 

do it so that they can be shamed and hopefully repent. Second Thessalonians 3:14-15 says, 

But if anyone does not obey our message through this letter, take note of him and do not associate 

closely with him, so that he may be ashamed. Yet do not regard him as an enemy, but admonish him as 

a brother. 

Application Question: Which characteristic that Paul shared stood out to you most and why? Why is it 

important to understand the common reality of false believers in churches? How should we respond to 

this reality? How have you experienced this? 

In the Last Days, the Church Will Be Full of False Teachers 

For some of these insinuate themselves into households and captivate weak women who are 

overwhelmed with sins and led along by various passions. Such women are always seeking instruction, 

yet never able to arrive at a knowledge of the truth. And just as Jannes and Jambres opposed Moses, so 

these people—who have warped minds and are disqualified in the faith—also oppose the truth. But 

they will not go much further, for their foolishness will be obvious to everyone, just like it was with 

Jannes and Jambres. 

2 Timothy 3:6-9 

Paul next describes many of the teachers in these churches and ministries. When he says, they 

“insinuate themselves into households” in the Greek, it is actually “the households” with a definite 

article (v. 6). This means these homes were obviously well-known. He probably was referring to the 

house churches where people gathered for worship.4 These were typically the homes of wealthy church 

members (cf. Col 4:15, Rom 16:5, Acts 16:40). 
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Observation Question: What are characteristics of these false teachers (2 Timothy 3:6-9)? 

1. False teachers are deceptive. 

Paul says they “insinuate” their way into homes, or it can be translated “creep” or “worm” (v. 6). These 

teachers are crafty like the serpent in the garden. Often, they are great communicators and very 

charismatic; however, their intentions are not godly. 

Be careful of the deceptive influence of false teachers. There is a reason that crowds often follow them. 

2. False teachers seek to “gain control” over people. 

“Captivate weak women” can also be translated “gain control over gullible women” (NIV). Be careful 

when you see too much power given to a spiritual leader. These teachers often gain control over 

people’s money, marriages, and future. As seen in cults, spiritual abuse is common. 

Remember Jesus said he came to serve and not be served. Servant leadership should be the model in 

our churches (Matt 20:25-28). Be careful of abusive ministries and ministers. 

3. False teachers often focus their attacks on women. 

This mirrors Satan’s initial temptation of Eve, and God’s prophecy of Satan’s continued enmity with 

women (Gen 3:15). Often the majority of cult members are women. Many times, these women are 

abused mentally, spiritually, and physically. 

4. False teachers prey on people’s problems promising quick solutions. 

Paul says these women “are overwhelmed with sins and led along by various passions” (v. 6). The false 

teachers prey on these women’s vulnerabilities—promising healing, restoration of their family, 

financial prosperity, etc. In an attempt to heal their hurts and meet their felt-needs, these women are led 

into captivity. 

5. False teachers prey on those who are always searching for new truth. 

Paul describes these victims as “Such women are always seeking instruction, yet never able to arrive at 

a knowledge of the truth” (v. 7). Often, you’ll find cult followers jumping from one perceived truth to 

another. They have tried this and that. They have a desire to know the truth but have not fully accepted 

the message of the Bible. Therefore, they are vulnerable to teachers that say they have found “new 

revelation.” 

6. False teachers oppose the truth and instigate rebellion against God and godly leaders. 

In verse 8, Paul says, “And just as Jannes and Jambres opposed Moses, so these people—who have 

warped minds and are disqualified in the faith—also oppose the truth.” The names Jannes and Jambres 

are never mentioned in the Old Testament. However, according to tradition, these were the sorcerers 

who opposed Moses when he went to Pharaoh’s court. They went with Israel to Mt. Sinai and 

instigated the rebellion of worshiping the golden calves. John MacArthur shares, 
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Jewish tradition holds that they pretended to convert to Judaism in order to subvert Moses’ divine 

assignment to liberate Israel from Egypt, that they led in making and worshiping the golden calf while 

Moses was on Mt. Sinai receiving the Law from God, and that they were slaughtered by the Levites 

along with the other idolaters (See Ex. 32). That possibility is consistent with Paul’s warning about 

false leaders who corrupt the church from within. Just as those two men opposed Moses in his teaching 

and leading ancient Israel, so these men in Ephesus also opposed the truth of the gospel.5 

In the same way, false teachers often accuse and oppose godly teachers and try to create rebellion in 

churches and ministries. 

7. False teachers often perform false and lying miracles. 

This is implied by the fact that Paul refers to the two sorcerers that mimicked the miracles Moses 

performed. They turned their staffs into serpents, turned water into blood, and brought forth frogs. But 

when it came to the miracle of the gnats and the subsequent miracles, the magicians failed to imitate 

them (Ex. 8:16–19). Similarly, false teachers often deceive through lying miracles that fall woefully 

short of God’s glory. Consider the following verses, 

For false messiahs and false prophets will appear and perform great signs and wonders to deceive, if 

possible, even the elect. Remember, I have told you ahead of time. 

Matthew 24:24-25 

The arrival of the lawless one will be by Satan’s working with all kinds of miracles and signs and false 

wonders, and with every kind of evil deception directed against those who are perishing, because they 

found no place in their hearts for the truth so as to be saved. 

2 Thessalonians 2:9-10 

Jesus and Paul both said signs and wonders would follow false teachers in the last days. They perform 

these miracles to “deceive.” Even now, we have all kinds of phenomena happening in the church with 

no biblical support: stigmata (people experiencing marks of the crucifixion), statues and paintings with 

tears of blood, floating gold dust during services, people gaining gold teeth, people barking like dogs 

and roaring like lions, etc. 

If we reject Scripture as our rule and standard of faith and practice (2 Tim 3:17), then we can accept 

anything and be led astray. This is what many have done in the church. They accept things that have no 

affirmation in Scripture, and therefore make themselves and those they teach vulnerable to deception. 

8. False teachers are unregenerate and therefore have unregenerate thinking. 

Paul says these men “have warped minds and are disqualified in the faith—also oppose the truth” (v. 

8). MacArthur gives telling insight about the word “disqualified”—also translated “rejected”: 

Adokimos (Rejected) was used of metals that did not pass the test of purity and were discarded. The 

word also was used of counterfeits of various sorts. The fact that the men were rejected as regards the 

faith makes clear that Paul was speaking of individuals within the church who claimed to be Christians 

but were not. 
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As with those in the church who have a form of godliness but deny the power thereof, these false 

teachers are not born again. They are wolves in sheep’s clothing. They are either deceived about their 

salvation or are intentionally deceiving others for their own gain. 

Since they are not born again, they cannot truly understand Scripture. Paul said the natural man cannot 

understand the things of God for they are foolishness to him (1 Cor 2:14). Therefore, these false 

teachers can only pervert true doctrine. They deny the inerrancy of Scripture; they deny the creation of 

the world through God’s spoken word; they deny the deity of Christ; they deny a literal resurrection 

and the miracles of Scripture. They accept and teach revelation outside of Scripture—denying 

Scripture’s sufficiency. They are men and women of depraved thinking. 

9. False teachers will eventually be exposed. 

Paul says, “But they will not go much further, for their foolishness will be obvious to everyone, just 

like it was with Jannes and Jambres” (v. 9). 

They can only hide their hypocrisy for a while because false teaching provides no power to live a holy 

life; therefore, they will eventually be exposed. It is very common to, at some point, hear how these 

teachers embezzled money, had multiple affairs, committed spiritual abuse, etc. Like Jannes and 

Jambres, their inability to produce the true works of God—a holy life, lasting freedom for their 

followers, etc.—eventually becomes clear to everyone. 

In Matthew 7:16-17, Christ said, “You will recognize them by their fruit. Grapes are not gathered from 

thorns or figs from thistles, are they? In the same way, every good tree bears good fruit, but the bad tree 

bears bad fruit.” 

Paul’s comments about them not getting “very far” probably refer to their false teaching and not just 

the false teachers. Their error doesn’t get very far. John Stott said, 

Error may spread and be popular for a time. But it ‘will not get very far’. In the end it is bound to be 

exposed, and the truth is sure to be vindicated. This is a clear lesson of church history. Numerous 

heresies have arisen, and some have seemed likely to triumph. But today they are largely of antiquarian 

interest. God has preserved his truth in the church.6 

In these last days, false teachers and false teaching will be common. We must be aware of this. 

Application Question: What experience/exposure do you have with cults, false teachers, and false 

teachings? What are some of the common dangers you have noticed? 

As we consider the characteristics of the church in the last days, there are many applications we can 

make. 

1. We must examine our salvation. 

Second Corinthians 13:5 says, “Put yourselves to the test to see if you are in the faith; examine 

yourselves! Or do you not recognize regarding yourselves that Jesus Christ is in you—unless, indeed, 

you fail the test!” Christ said in the last days many will say to him, “Lord, Lord” but he will respond, 

“Depart from me, you workers of iniquity, I never knew you” (Matt 7:21-23). That type of false faith 

will be increasingly common in the church, as we get closer to Christ’s coming. It will be religion 
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without relationship, form without power, a shell without life. We must test ourselves to see if we are 

saved. 

How do we know if we’re born again? Certainly, we must ask ourselves discerning questions such as: 

Are we demonstrating new life and new spiritual affections? Do we love God? Do we love his people? 

Do we love his Word? Are we obeying him? Are we decreasing in sin and growing in righteousness? 

Has our profession changed our life or is it just a profession? If our profession hasn’t changed our life, 

then maybe we just have the form of faith without its saving power in our lives. 

The book of 1 John is a book of many tests of salvation (cf. 1 John 5:13). First John 3:9-10 says, 

Everyone who has been fathered by God does not practice sin, because God’s seed resides in him, and 

thus he is not able to sin, because he has been fathered by God. By this the children of God and the 

children of the devil are revealed: Everyone who does not practice righteousness—the one who does 

not love his fellow Christian—is not of God. 

A true believer will fail and fall into sin, but he will not practice a lifestyle of unrepentant sin; the 

general direction of his life is very different from the world. A true believer practices righteousness and 

loves God’s people. 

Do you bear the marks of true salvation? 

2. We must make sure that Christ is still our first love. 

The root problem of the end-time church is self-love. They love themselves more than God, which 

results in many other sins—love of money, love of pleasure, lack of family love, pride, abusiveness, 

etc. This can happen to us as well if we don’t love God first. In Revelation 2:4-5, Christ rebuked the 

church of Ephesus for this sin. He said, 

But I have this against you: You have departed from your first love! Therefore, remember from what 

high state you have fallen and repent! Do the deeds you did at the first; if not, I will come to you and 

remove your lampstand from its place—that is, if you do not repent. 

Christ promised them judgment if they didn’t repent for their lack of love for God. No doubt, this lack 

of love was causing other sins in their lives, as it does with ours. If we’ve lost it, we must repent and 

turn back to God. We must put him first as an act of love and obedience. As we love God first, we will 

love others and grow in righteousness. 

Is Christ still your first love? If not, what is taking first place in your life? 

3. We must test everything through Scripture—miracles, teaching, etc. 

Like the Bereans in Acts 17:11, we must test everything through Scripture to see if it’s of God: Is the 

Bible being preached or is Scripture simply a launching point for worldly anecdotes? Are my 

experiences biblical or just something that feels good? The Word of God equips the man of God for 

“every good work” (2 Tim 3:16-17). If it doesn’t pass the biblical test, it should be discarded. If we 

hold onto Scripture, we’ll be kept from the waves of false doctrine and lying miracles in the church. 
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4. We must understand our call to persevere in, to love, and to minister to the church. 

Many have given up on the church because they have experienced hurt, betrayal, and abuse during 

these terrible times. However, Christ said the gates of Hades will not prevail against the church (Matt 

16:18)—Satan’s works will not ultimately prevail against her. Also, Christ loved the church and gave 

his life for her—knowing her imperfections (Eph 5:25-27). We must love her as well and be faithful to 

her, even when she is unfaithful. In this season, there are tares, bad fish, and leaven within her, but God 

will ultimately purify and restore her. And in this season, we are part of that restoration. We must 

persevere in, love, and minister to the church, even as our Lord does. 

Do you still love her? Are you faithfully ministering to her? Or are you disillusioned and fed-up 

with her? 

Application Question: What other applications can we take from the reality that terrible seasons will 

plague the end-time church? How will you apply these truths to your life? 

What are characteristics of the church in the last days? 

In the Last Days, the Church Will Be Full of False Believers 

In the Last Days, the Church Will Be Full of False Teachers 

Signs of the End of the World? Biblical Wisdom  

Now concerning the times and the seasons, brothers, you have no need to have anything written to 

you. For you yourselves are fully aware that the day of the Lord will come like a thief in the night. 

While people are saying, “There is peace and security,” then sudden destruction will come upon 

them as labor pains come upon a pregnant woman, and they will not escape. 

But you are not in darkness, brothers, for that day to surprise you like a thief. For you are all 

children of light, children of the day. We are not of the night or of the darkness. —1 Thessalonians 

5:1-5 (ESV) 

 

Understand the Truth about the End Times 

How is the world going to end? Can anyone predict when it will happen? How bad will things get 

before Jesus comes back? Read Billy Graham’s short answers to each of these questions and others. 

Make Sure You’re Ready 

Then I saw heaven opened, and behold, a white horse! The one sitting on it is called Faithful and True, 

and in righteousness he judges and makes war” (Revelation 19:11, ESV). 

“Jesus Christ came to earth as a suffering Servant,” Franklin wrote. “He will return as conquering King. 

A day of reckoning is coming, and we are invited to be ready. Have you bowed your heart in 

repentance and faith before the King of kings?” 
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That’s the most important question you’ll ever answer. The Bible says it’s not “if” but “when” Jesus 

Christ will come back to judge the earth. By choosing to follow Christ now, you can ensure you’ll have 

eternal life in heaven when all is said and done. 

Know the Signs 

While the Bible makes it clear that no human being knows when the world will end, it also says there 

will be signs that Jesus’ return is approaching. The best source for understanding signs of the end times 

is the Bible itself. Take a careful look at some of the things Jesus said about His return. 

>> Read about signs of the end of the age in Matthew 24 

>> Read about the coming of the Kingdom in Luke 17 

>> Read about what Jesus foretold in Luke 21 

Understand There Will Be ‘Scoffers’ 

On the last days there will be “scoffers” in the last days. In 2 Peter, chapter 3, the Bible describes these 

scoffers as people who will follow their own sinful desires while mocking the truth of Jesus’ return as 

though it will never happen. 

 “I have said these things to you, that in me you may have peace. In the world you will have 

tribulation. But take heart; I have overcome the world.” —John 16:33, ESV 

The Biblical Last Days - Part I 

Years ago, when I began studying the Bible seriously, I decided to "test all things" to see if what I was 

being taught about Christian doctrine was correct, as even the Bible itself instructs us to do in 1 

Thessalonians 5:21. I wanted to know and to teach the truth, even if the truth was contrary to my 

previous assumptions. I did extensive studies of all the popular doctrines of classical Christianity, 

including: the evidence for God, the divinity of Christ, the Trinity, the atonement, the resurrection, the 

inspiration and reliability of Scripture, the sinful nature of mankind, salvation through faith, special 

creation of the universe, etc. I found all of these doctrines to be biblical and true.  

Then I got to eschatology, that is, Bible prophecy about the so-called "last things" or "end times." On 

this subject, I realized more and more that what I was hearing in the pulpit and in the popular Christian 

media did not match what the Bible actually teaches. I discovered that there are 15 mentions of the last 

days in the New Testament, and the setting and fulfillment of none of them can be placed outside the 

first century! So I dug further. I'd like to share what I have learned, hoping that you too are interested in 

what the Bible really says about this.  

There is extraordinary disagreement among Christians about eschatology. The end of time seems to 

hold a particular fascination for American Evangelicals who are wrapped up in rapture theology. They 

curiously find hope in an expected destruction of the planet and its replacement with a utopia in which 

even carnivorous animals will take up vegetarianism. It is simply taken for granted that the Bible 

predicts and explains an end of time, and that there is no number of elapsed centuries spent waiting for 

it that cannot be called the "end times." 
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In this two-part series I will show conclusively, examining every New Testament text on the "last 

days/end times," that the biblical end times era was the period between Christ's first advent and the 

destruction of Jerusalem and the temple in AD 70. The last days are not about the end of the physical 

universe, but rather, are about the end of the age, that is the Old Covenant Age culminating in the 

dramatic events of AD 70. More and more Christians are gravitating to this view, commonly called 

"preterism." 

To understand Bible prophecy, one must first grasp what happened in the year AD 70. This year 

marked the culmination of the Jewish-Roman War in which the Roman army decimated Jerusalem and 

the Jewish temple. Over a million Jews were killed, Israel ceased to exist as a nation, and the marvelous 

temple was leveled. This is theologically significant because this is when the age-old system of 

sacrifices for sin ended forever. 

While Jesus’ First Advent marked the beginning of the New Covenant Age, the Old Covenant Age was 

swept away in finality in AD 70. There was a period of about 40 years in which the two systems existed 

side-by-side. 

It is also significant because Jesus predicted this. Indeed, Jesus had a hand in this judgment against Old 

Covenant Israel. You might want to take the time to read all three versions of the “Olivet Discourse,” a 

prophecy Jesus gave on the Mount of Olives. This contains the largest body of prophecy in the New 

Testament outside of the book of Revelation. Here is where it is found: Matthew 24, Mark 13, and 

Luke 21. Notice, for example, in Matthew 24, Jesus dialogued with his disciples: 

"Then Jesus went out and departed from the temple, and his disciples came up to show Him the 

buildings of the temple. And Jesus said to them, 'Do you not see all these things? Assuredly, I say 

to you, not one stone shall be left here upon another, that shall not be thrown down.' Now as He 

sat on the Mount of Olives, the disciples came to Him privately, saying, 'Tell us, when will these 

things be? And what will be the sign of your coming [i.e. presence, Greek parousia], and of the 

end of the age?'” (Matthew 24:1-3) 

Then Jesus gave eight “signs” before the end of the age. Contrary to popular belief, it is demonstrative 

that all eight signs were fulfilled in the first century. I go through each of them in my book Christian 

Hope through Fulfilled Prophecy. For example, in Matthew 24:14 Jesus said that the "end" would come 

after the gospel had been preached throughout the "world." The Apostle Paul, in numerous places, 

declared that this had been fulfilled by the time he was writing a number of years later (Romans 1:8; 

16:26; Colossians 1:6, 23). In Luke’s version especially, we find several very specific time-constraints 

when those things would happen. Notice that Jesus was speaking to his disciples: 

"When you see Jerusalem being surrounded by armies, you will know that its desolation is near. 

Then let those who are in Judea flee to the mountains, let those in the city get out, and let those in 

the country not enter the city. For this is the time of punishment in fulfillment of all that has been 

written. . . . Truly I tell you, this generation will certainly not pass away until all these things 

have happened. . . . Be always on the watch, and pray that you may be able to escape all that is 

about to [Greek mello] happen, and that you may be able to stand before the Son of Man." (Luke 

21:20-22, 32, 36, NIV) 

In Luke 21:24 we see that those who were to perish would fall by the sword. (This is not how warfare is 

fought today!) Elsewhere, Jesus made it perfectly clear that these things would happen while some of 

those living in the first century were still alive (cf. Matthew 10:23; Matthew 16:27-28; Matthew 26:64). 
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These were not events thousands of years in the future, nor were they world-wide events as is clear by 

Jesus’ statement that the disciples could avoid them by fleeing to the mountains.  

In the Olivet Discourse, we find several clear time restrictions: (1) At least seven times Jesus 

restricted the events to those to whom He was speaking, by such phrases as “When YOU see. . . 

.” Consider: Matthew 24:6, 9, 15, 33, 34, 44; Luke 21:20. (2) Just in case they were too dense 

to get it, He emphasized, “Truly I tell you, THIS GENERATION will certainly not pass away 

until all these things have happened.” Luke 21:32 (3) And, if it there was any lingering doubt 

about when it would happen, He said, “Pray that you may be able to escape all that is ABOUT 

TO happen.” (Luke 21:36, see the NIV or literal translations such as the YLT) 

There can be no doubt how the disciples understood Jesus’ prophecy. They understood that they 

themselves—and not some future generation—would experience these things. This understanding is 

confirmed by over 100 passages in the New Testament emphasizing the disciples’ expectation of the 

imminent fulfillment of the prophesied events.[1] The writers of the New Testament spoke with one 

voice confirming their expectation that the last days events would be completed in their lifetimes.  

Unless Jesus and the writers of the New Testament were false prophets, these things unambiguously 

determine that the “end of the age” was a reference to the Old Covenant Age, and that it would 

culminate in the generation in which Jesus’ disciples were living. It would be coincident with the 

destruction of the temple. 

Now let’s consider other key passages that speak of the “last days” or “end times” to see how they 

match the Olivet Discourse. 

 Old Testament  

Moses, in Deuteronomy 28-32, predicted that there would come a time in the "last days" when Israel 

would become so unfaithful that God would take the blessings of the covenant away from the Israelites, 

taking VENGEANCE upon them. This prophecy was echoed by the Old Testament prophets.  

For example, In Daniel chapter 12 there are multiple mentions of the “time of the end” (verses 4, 9, 

etc.). In fact, in many Bibles this chapter is titled “The Time of the End.” Daniel makes it absolutely 

clear that the time of the end would be when the “burnt offerings” would cease: 

"When the power of the holy people has been completely shattered, all these things shall be 

finished. . . . And from the time that the regular burnt offering/daily sacrifice is taken away, and 

the abomination of desolation is set up, there shall be one thousand two hundred and ninety 

days." (Daniel 12:7, 11) 

Many Christians think Daniel is speaking of the “end of time,” but that is not what it is about. Rather, it 

is about the time of the end. Well, the end of what? It was not to be the end of the physical universe, but 

rather the end of the Old Covenant System, “when the power of the holy people” was finished. 

Interestingly, for further confirmation of the time line, Jesus specifically referenced Daniel 12 in the 

Olivet Discourse and quoted “the abomination of desolation,” which clearly ties this with the 

destruction of Jerusalem.  
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New Testament  

In Luke 21:22 Jesus proclaimed that these "days of VENGEANCE" had arrived. In addition to the 

teaching of Jesus himself, there are several mentions of the “last days,” or its equivalent “last times” or 

“last hour” or “the end” in the New Testament by the apostles. Fulfillment of none of these can be 

placed outside of the first century. Here is a comprehensive look at these passages. 

The Apostle Paul taught that he and his contemporaries were living at the “end of the age”: 

"These things happened to them as examples for us. They were written down to warn us who live 

at the end of the age." (1 Corinthians 10:11, NLT) 

Paul also instructed Timothy to avoid certain people in the last days. If the last days were thousands of 

years in the future, Timothy would have to be alive today: 

"Now the Holy Spirit tells us clearly that in the last times some will turn away from the true faith; 

they will follow deceptive spirits and teachings that come from demons. . . . to keep this command 

without spot or blame until the appearing of our Lord Jesus Christ. . . . You should know this, 

Timothy, that in the last days there will be very difficult times. For people will love only 

themselves and their money. They will be boastful and proud, scoffing at God, disobedient to 

their parents, and ungrateful. They will consider nothing sacred. They will be unloving and 

unforgiving; they will slander others and have no self-control. They will be cruel and hate what 

is good. They will betray their friends, be reckless, be puffed up with pride, and love pleasure 

rather than God. They will act religious, but they will reject the power that could make them 

godly. Stay away from people like that!" (1 Timothy 4:1, 6:14; 2 Timothy 3:1-5, NLT) 

The apostle Peter proclaimed that they themselves were living in the last days predicted by Joel: 

"But Peter, standing up with the eleven, raised his voice and said to them, 'Men of Judea and all 

who dwell in Jerusalem, let this be known to you, and heed my words. For these are not drunk, as 

you suppose, since it is only the third hour of the day. But this is what was spoken by the prophet 

Joel: And it shall come to pass in the last days, says God, That I will pour out of My Spirit on all 

flesh; Your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, Your young men shall see visions, Your old 

men shall dream dreams.’” (Acts 2:14-17) 

Peter was expecting an imminent last-days’ consummation. His statement above is further confirmed 

by his statement in the very next chapter of Acts: 

"Indeed, beginning with Samuel, all the prophets who have spoken have foretold these days." 

(Acts 3:24) 

Peter did not teach that the "last days" merely began in the first century and would continue indefinitely 

into the future, as some people think. He believed that the last days would be fully consummated very 

soon: 

"The end of all things is at hand. . . .For the time has come for judgment to begin at the house of 

God." (1 Peter 4:7, 17) 
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Again speaking of the last days, the salvation of which Peter spoke in the passage below is consistent 

with the similar statements about the imminent coming redemption spoken of by Jesus in Luke 21:28 

(the Olivet Discourse) and by Paul in Romans 13:11. This salvation/redemption was guaranteed at the 

cross, but would be completed when the visible structure of the old covenant world had been swept 

away in AD 70: 

"Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who according to his abundant mercy 

has begotten us again to a living hope through the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead, to 

an inheritance incorruptible and undefiled and that does not fade away, reserved in heaven for 

you, who are kept by the power of God through faith for salvation ready to be revealed in the 

last time. . . . He indeed was foreordained before the foundation of the world, but was manifest in 

these last times for you." (1 Peter 1:3-5, 20) 

The writer of Hebrews proclaimed that he was in the last days as he wrote: 

"God, who at various times and in various ways spoke in time past to the fathers by the prophets, 

has in these last days spoken to us by his Son, whom He has appointed heir of all things. . . . but 

now, once at the end of the ages, He has appeared to put away sin by the sacrifice of Himself." 

(Hebrews 1:1-2, 9:26) 

Hebrews 8:13 confirms that this was all about the change from Old Covenant to the New Covenant:  

"In that He says, 'A new covenant,' He has made the first obsolete. Now what is becoming 

obsolete and growing old is ready to vanish away." 

James, speaking specifically to his contemporaries, said that THEY had heaped up treasure in the last 

days. If the last days were thousands of years later, this would have been nonsense to his readers: 

"Your gold and silver are corroded, and their corrosion will be a witness against you and will 

eat your flesh like fire. You have heaped up treasure in the last days. Indeed the wages of the 

laborers who mowed your fields, which you kept back by fraud, cry out; and the cries of the 

reapers have reached the ears of the Lord of Sabbath. You have lived on the earth in pleasure 

and luxury; you have fattened your hearts as in a day of slaughter. You have condemned, you 

have murdered the just; he does not resist you." (James 5:3-6) 

The apostle John as well taught the imminence of the consummation of the last days of the Old 

Covenant Age. If that consummation did not happen as John expected, it is 17 million hours late: 

"The world is passing away. . . . Little children, it is the last hour." (1 John 2:17, 18) 

And, finally, Jude said that they were living in the time of mockers in the last days. Audience relevance 

is critical to understanding the Bible. We remember that the Bible was written FOR us, but not TO us. 

The readers of this letter from Jude would have unmistakably understood that they themselves were in 

the last time. The last time was not something thousands of years in the future: 

"These are grumblers, complainers, walking according to their own lusts; and they mouth great 

swelling words, flattering people to gain advantage. But you, beloved, remember the words 

which were spoken before by the apostles of our Lord Jesus Christ: how they told you that there 

would be mockers in the last time who would walk according to their own ungodly lusts. These 

are sensual persons, who cause divisions, not having the Spirit. But you, beloved, building 
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yourselves up on your most holy faith, praying in the Holy Spirit, keep yourselves in the love of 

God, looking for the mercy of our Lord Jesus Christ unto eternal life." (Jude 16-20) 

The preterist view of eschatology holds that most, if not all, prophetic events in the Bible were fulfilled 

in the past. An objection that is sometimes raised against preterism is this: “Well, yes. I see that the 

Bible teaches that these events were fulfilled in the past, but they will be fulfilled again in the future.” 

But we find nary a hint in the New Testament of such a dual fulfillment idea. Jesus and the writers had 

one time frame in mind, and they stated it as clearly as words will allow. Now go to part II of this 

series: 

The Biblical Last Days - Part II 

 Many evangelicals regularly pray for Jesus to come soon. And then they search the daily newspaper 

for events which seem to affirm that Jesus is answering those prayers. Do you realize that, in actuality, 

they may be praying for a holocaust in which two-thirds of Jews will die, based on Zechariah 13:8-9? 

(This is, at least, the view of prominent Christian Zionists/Dispenationalists such as Tim LaHaye and 

John Hagee.) That seems more than a bit anti-Semitic to me. 

Shouldn't Christians be reading the Bible through the lens of the writers of the New Testament? 

Reading the Bible through the lens of news events has led to false end-times prophecies throughout 

Christian history. These predictive errors are a result of (a) ignoring the plain reading of numerous 

imminency passages, and (b) failing to understand Jewish apocalyptic literature in interpreting key 

passages such as Matthew 24 and 2 Peter 3. (The latter will be critically analyzed below.) Indeed, their 

continual disturbingly false predictions look more like those of the cults than of sound biblical 

exegesis.  

 

Pastors all across America’s fruited plains have books of some of these authors proudly displayed in 

their office libraries. The same books, and videos too, fly off Christian bookstore shelves, and the 

money continues to flow to these authors and many others of the same ilk. While some of these authors 

may be good teachers on other subjects, their false predictions force us to doubt their views on 

eschatology.  

 

Many of the above people will be forgotten, but there always seems to be a new generation of false 

teachers. What’s wrong with this picture? 

 

I spent 10 years studying the Bible to get to the bottom of this problem (kicking and screaming much of 

the way). Bear with me on this: The Bible never speaks of the end of the physical universe! We have 

been deceived. All mentions of the “last days” or “the end” refer to the end of the Old Covenant Age 

rather than the end of the planet. Many Christians are increasingly embracing this interpretation, known 

as preterism. Please don't let your eyes glaze over at this is; test all things. You may disagree, but as we 

continue this study, please follow carefully as we walk through this. 
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The Book of Matthew 
 

In the book of Matthew, the King James Version has Jesus speaking in several verses of “the end of the 

world.” Here is where we find them: Matthew 13:39, 40, 49; Matthew 24:3; Matthew 28:20.  

 

When we examine the Greek, we see that the word translated as “world” in the King James Version is 

aion, which is best translated as "age." The King James Version mistranslated this word, or at best gave 

it a biased translation. Readers of the King James Version of the Bible have been misled for 400 years! 

While “world” is a possible translation of aion, if what Jesus meant was the end of the physical world, 

the Greek word kosmos would have been used here by Matthew. You may want to take a few minutes 

to look up these passages in the KJV as well as other versions. 

 

Almost every modern translation has correctly translated each of these instances as “end of the age.” So 

what age was Jesus speaking about in these passages? One of the passages above about the end of the 

age is in the Olivet Discourse (Matthew 24:3). In the preceding verse, Jesus specifically mentioned the 

destruction of the temple (Matthew 24:2). As the chapter progresses, Jesus lists other events that were 

to happen. Then near the end of the chapter He gave a time constraint as to when all those things would 

happen—in his generation (Matthew 24:34). Since the initial thrust of the prophecy is the destruction of 

the temple at the end of age, it makes perfect sense that Jesus is talking about the end of the Old 

Covenant Age, sometimes called the Mosaic Age, or the Jewish Age. 

 

This is confirmed in the parallel account in Luke 21:20-24, where in verse 24 we see the phrase “the 

times of the Gentiles.” The period between Jesus’ earthly ministry and AD 70 was a transition period 

that fully grafted Gentiles into Christianity, which was initially a Jewish movement. The Old Covenant 

Age ended in AD 70 when the temple was destroyed, the important Hebrew genealogical records were 

destroyed with the temple, the nation of Israel ceased to exist, and the ancient system of temple 

sacrifices for sin ended forever.  

 

So, these references to the “end of the age” are not about the end of the planet. They are about the end 

of the Old Covenant Age. 

 

 

First and Second Peter 
 

The fourth place people think they find the end of the world is in Peter’s epistles. These epistles are 

filled with eschatological expectations. You might want to take the time to read both books straight 

through. What Peter discusses is the expectation of a culminating cataclysmic event to happen very 

soon. 

 

The language Peter used might seem to imply the total destruction of the visible creation. He used a 

variety of phrases in his epistles such as the “Day of the Lord,” the “destruction of the heavens by fire,” 

the “new heaven and earth,” the “elements shall melt,” etc. I consider these terms in detail in my book. 

But first note that such cosmic language was commonplace among the Old Testament prophets, 

speaking in non-literal language about theological or covenantal events, and especially about actual 

judgments by God on guilty groups of people. Scholars are in general agreement that at least many (if 

not all) of the Old Testament Day of the Lord passages are already fulfilled! These previously fulfilled 

events set the stage for understanding Peter’s words. 
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In this article, I want to set the biblical context for Peter's statements, then examine specifically the 

melting "elements" language. If you want a fuller explanation of "Day of the Lord" and "New Heaven 

and Earth" passages throughout the Bible, see my articles here: 

Articles on Eschatology 

Like the other New Testament writers, Peter gives us important time-reference statements. In his first 

epistle, Peter used the phrase "last times" in a way that is consistent with his own comments in Acts 2: 

"But with the precious blood of Christ, as of a lamb without blemish and without spot. He indeed 

was foreordained before the foundation of the world, but was manifest in these last times for 

you."  (1 Peter 1:19-20, NKJV) 

This declaration obviously cannot refer to a far distant time. Peter’s statement indicates that the last 

days/last times included the time in which Christ was in the flesh; yet Peter was still in the last days as 

he spoke. Now consider these statements, which you may well have completely glossed over 

previously: 

"But the end of all things is at hand; therefore be serious and watchful in your prayers."  (1 

Peter 4:7, NKJV) 

 

"For the time has come for judgment to begin at the house of God; and if it begins with us first, 

what will be the end of those who do not obey the gospel of God?" (1 Peter 4:17, NKJV)   

One can simply ignore such passages if he wishes, but one cannot ignore them and be faithful to God’s 

Word. The imminence in Peter’s mind is unmistakable. But Peter is not alone. The New Testament 

writers proclaimed with one voice that the “end” had drawn near. 

  

In order for the Bible to be consistent, we must harmonize Peter’s imminence statements with his 

“astronomical” or “cosmic” language statements. The end of the physical universe was not at hand 

when Peter penned these words. Either Peter does not mean “at hand” in the normal sense of something 

close in time, or the “end of all things” language is not to be understood in the literal sense to describe 

the end of the physical universe. I think that the latter understanding is the only one consistent with 

Peter’s words, as well as with the rest of the Bible. 

 

The cosmic language does not describe the end of the physical universe, but is used metaphorically of 

some other cataclysm that was close in time to Peter and the other writers of the New Testament. What 

Peter was expressing was that the end of all old covenant things was at hand. He did not have to add the 

words “old covenant” as this reference would have been understood by his readers at the time. 

Remember that one of the precepts of biblical interpretation is that we interpret the less clear in light of 

the clear. "At hand" is clear; it means close in time—a meaning which is confirmed by over 100 other 

imminence passages (Appendix A in my book). The astronomical language (which is less clear or at 

least less obvious to us moderns) must be interpreted in light of the clear imminence passages. So the 

cosmic language cannot be understood literally. 

 

Our understanding of Peter’s words should be interpreted in light of Hebraic apocalyptic language. 

Let’s look in particular at 2 Peter 3:10 where Peter says in some translations that the “elements” (Greek 

stoicheion) will be “burned up” (Greek katakaio). This passage is one that futurists rely on heavily. 
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They say, “Look here! Obviously that has not happened yet.” They think that “elements” refers to 

physics or chemistry—the elements of the periodic table (hydrogen, lithium, etc.).  

 

The frame of reference for us today is what we learned in science class. But that was not the frame of 

reference for the first-century Hebrews. They were steeped in theology and Old Testament imagery. 

The Bible is not a science book, but a religious book. The Scriptures throughout are about God’s 

covenants with his people. 

 

Let’s consider how various versions of the Bible translate this verse, with particular attention to the 

Greek words stoicheion and katakaio: 

"But the day of the Lord will come as a thief in the night, in which the heavens will pass away 

with a great noise, and the elements [stoicheion] will melt with fervent heat; both the earth and 

the works that are in it will be burned up [katakaio]."  (2 Peter 3:10, New King James Version) 

 

"But the day of the Lord will come like a thief, and then the heavens will pass away with a roar, 

and the heavenly bodies [stoicheion] will be burned up and dissolved, and the earth and the 

works that are done on it will be exposed [katakaio]."  (2 Peter 3:10, English Standard Version) 

 

"But the day of the Lord will come as unexpectedly as a thief. Then the heavens will pass away 

with a terrible noise, and the very elements [stoicheion] themselves will disappear in fire, and 

the earth and everything on it will be found to deserve judgment [katakaio]."  (2 Peter 3:10, New 

Living Translation) 

We first note some distinct differences in how key words are translated. Let’s consider first, the word 

that is translated as “elements” in the first and third examples, and as “heavenly bodies” in the second 

example. This word in Greek is stoicheion. The online Blue Letter Bible lexicon gives various possible 

definitions of this word, including heavenly bodies. But the first definition given is “any first thing, 

from which the others belonging to some series or composite whole take their rise, an element, first 

principal.” 

 

Using the hermeneutical principle of using Scripture to interpret Scripture, let’s consider every other 

use of stoicheion in the New Testament. We find that the apostle Paul also used this word (and never in 

reference to atomic elements)—first in Galatians 4:3 and Galatians 4:9. In Galatians, the word 

stoicheion is translated in the same above three versions of the Bible respectively as “elements,” 

“elementary principles,” and “spiritual principles.”  

 

If you read Galatians 3-5 you will find that the context is about how we are freed from the Law—the 

Old Covenant mandates! We are free from the Old Covenant, not from the material creation!  

 

We find the word stoicheion used again by Paul in Colossians 2:8 and Colossians 2:20 in the same 

context—in reference to Christ freeing us from the Old Covenant mandates. 

 

The writer of Hebrews also used the word stoicheion. The context is similar to the usage in Galatians 

and Colossians—Jesus is the new order of things that brings salvation. Hebrews 5:12-14 is titled 

“Spiritual Immaturity” in the New King James Version. 

 

These passages are the only ones outside of 2 Peter containing the word “elements” (stoicheion). The 

interpretation of 2 Peter 3, therefore, becomes consistent and clear. The “elements” are not physical 
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world concepts, but spiritual things! Here is how Don K. Preston, a convert to preterism and writer of 

numerous prophecy books and articles, sums up the Bible’s use of the word stoicheion: 

"We thus have the passing of one world and the anticipation of another. The Old World is the Old 

Covenant World of Israel that anticipated and predicted the coming of the Messiah—these predictions 

were part of the elements, the first principles of Christ. The New World, the World to come, was 

initiated by the passion of Jesus and his work of atonement . . . . Hebrews then, agrees with Galatians 

and Colossians in its usage of the word “elements.” It referred to the basic doctrines of Old Covenant 

Israel.  

In Galatians, Colossians and Hebrews the elements of that Old World (kosmos) were in the process of, 

and were ready to vanish away. Having observed all occurrences of the word stoicheion (elements), 

outside 2 Peter 3 we have seen that these references have nothing to do with physical creation. They 

refer exclusively to the basic doctrines and commands of the Old Covenant World of Israel. In each of 

the texts above the inspired writers predicted the passing of that Old World."  [1] 

But what about the words “burned up” (Greek katakaio)? If we have correctly identified the time 

frame as AD 70 and the “elements” as being about spiritual/covenantal issues, “burned up” also applies 

to AD 70 in a covenant context. Interestingly, “burned up” is literally correct about the destruction of 

the temple and Jerusalem. But other translations that say “exposed” or “found to deserve judgment” (or 

“laid bare” in the New International Version)—instead of “burned up”—would also be consistent with 

an AD 70 understanding!  

 

Some readers will stop and insist that the language of the heavens-earth-burning-melting just sounds 

too much like the end of the physical universe. I cover the concept of the new heaven(s) and new earth 

in more detail in Chapter 8 of my book, but let’s preview one of the appropriate passages for that study, 

found in Matthew 5. Jesus is speaking: 

"For assuredly, I say to you, till heaven and earth pass away, one jot or one tittle will by no means pass 

from the law till all is fulfilled."  (Matthew 5:18, NKJV) 

If this is not clear, you might want to read it in other translations in addition to the New King James 

Version cited above. Jesus ties the passing of heaven and earth with the passing of the law. Reading this 

passage carefully reveals that unless “heaven and earth” have already passed away, every detail of the 

Law of Moses is still in effect today. Since the law has been replaced by the gospel, “heaven and earth” 

must have already passed away. This is perfectly consistent with Peter’s statements of the heavens’ and 

earth’s imminent dissolution. It is confirmation from the lips of Jesus that “heaven and earth” are not 

references to the physical universe. 

 

One verse that is always quoted in Peter’s epistles to prove that the events are a long way off is 1 Peter 

3:8, in which Peter compares a thousand years to a day. This passage cannot have a literal meaning, 

otherwise it would be nonsense. Thus, it cannot mean that a short time really means a long time. If such 

an inference were possible, it would be equally possible to infer the opposite, leaving only a logical 

nullity.  

 

Peter may have been quoting directly from the non-canonical Jewish book Jubilees, written about 200 

years earlier. Jubilees, a book that was well-known to the early Christians, has this statement: “for one 

thousand years are as one day in the testimony of the heavens and therefore was it written concerning 

the tree of knowledge . . . .” This statement has a covenantal context. The thousand year period in 

Revelation, as I discuss in detail in my book, also has a message concerning the completion of the Old 
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Covenant order. These references are further evidences that Peter is describing the soon end of the Old 

Covenant Age.   

 

A “thousand” in the Bible is often used as a symbolic term for completeness. Peter is saying that 

covenantal completeness was coming soon. It also seems that scoffers/mockers (2 Peter 3:3) were 

deriding Christians, claiming that Jesus had not come soon as He had promised. Peter retorted,“The 

Lord is not slow to fulfill his promises.” (2 Peter 3:9)  

 

Peter was telling the scoffers ("mockers") that they should not make the mistake of believing Jesus had 

forgotten or overlooked his promise to return in their generation (Matthew 24:34; etc). He was warning 

the scoffers in no uncertain terms that “the Day of the Lord” would come and that it would come upon 

those very scoffers “as a thief in the night.” (Note that a thief in the night comes without notice.) The 

perceived delay or “slackness” was simply God’s patience toward all who would come to repentance 

and be saved in the last days (2 Peter 3:3) of the Old Covenant Age (2 Peter 3:9). 

 

Question to challenge your thinking: If we are to take Peter’s “one thousand years as a day” as literal, 

should we also take John’s thousand years of Revelation 20 (the so-called “millennium”) as a literal 24-

hour day?  

 

Peter told his readers in verses 11-13 that they were to be looking for the coming Day of the Lord. If we 

are to receive a message as to the timing of the events in the statement about a thousand years being as 

a day, we submit that it means the opposite of what futurists think. Peter means that the expected events 

were a short time into the future, especially given the other imminence passages in his epistles. 

 

In Peter’s writings, we have both a clear time-reference and a confirming exegesis from other parts of 

the New Testament that what is in view by Peter is the imminent end of the Old Covenant Age, not the 

end of the universe. This understanding is consistent with what we have considered so far about the end 

of the age and the last days. Remember, the Bible must be consistent if it is indeed God’s Word. Go 

back and read 2 Peter 3 again and see if it doesn’t make perfect sense now from a preterist perspective. 

 

The biblical last days are not the end of the universe, but rather the days of the cataclysmic 

events that surrounded the national judgment of Israel, the destruction of Jerusalem, and the end 

of the Old Covenant world. 

Biblical Discernment in the Last Days 

The Last Days – of What? 

Ever since I’ve been a Christian, I’ve heard about how we are living “in the last days”. The belief is 

that we are living in the “last days” just prior to the return of Jesus Christ. While this certainly may be 

the case, a close reading of the scriptures indicates that the writers of the New Testament believed that 

they were living in the “last days”. Or that the “last days” had arrived for them. The Apostles referred 

to the “last days” and the “last times” in such a tone that reveals the writer’s beliefs. When the New 

Testament writers used the terms “last days” and “last times” were they referring to the end of the 

world? Or something entirely different? 

1 John 2:18 (KJV) – “Little children, it is the last time: and as ye have heard that antichrist shall come, 

even now are there many antichrists; whereby we know that it is the last time.” (John the Apostle, 1 

John 2:18, First Century) 
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In the above scripture, John was linking the arrival of Antichrist with the “last time”. He clearly states 

that “even now are there many antichrists.” The words contained in the New Testament are not mere 

opinions of the Apostles and other writers. The scriptures declare that the Holy Ghost inspired these 

men. What they have written is inspired scripture. So were they living in the “last days” or not? 

Paul’s Words Concerning the Last Days 

II Timothy 3:1-8 (KJV) – “This know also, that in the last days perilous times shall come. For men 

shall be lovers of their own selves, covetous, boasters, proud, blasphemers, disobedient to parents, 

unthankful, unholy, Without natural affection, trucebreakers, false accusers, incontinent, fierce, 

despisers of those that are good, Traitors, heady, highminded, lovers of pleasures more than lovers of 

God; Having a form of godliness, but denying the power thereof: from such turn away . For of this sort 

are they which creep into houses, and lead captive silly women laden with sins, led away with divers 

lusts, Ever learning, and never able to come to the knowledge of the truth. Now as Jannes and Jambres 

withstood Moses, so do these also resist the truth: men of corrupt minds, reprobate concerning the 

faith.” 

The Apostle Paul wrote the epistle of II Timothy shortly before his death in A.D. 67. Paul wrote as 

though he was living in the “last days”. He warned Timothy about the men who were foretold to exist 

in those “last days.” When Paul wrote those words, do you really think he had a time in mind 2000 

years in the future? 

Paul said that in his time “do these also resist the truth.” These resisters of the truth were alive in 

Paul’s generation. Did Paul have the wrong interpretation? Or was he inspired by God to declare those 

things? 

Some have given the Apostles sort of a pass on their references to “the last days”. They claim that 

even though, the apostles were incorrect in believing they lived in the “last days”, it was a good thing 

that they did. A line of reasoning proposes that every generation has thought theirs were the last 

generation. And that the Lord intended them to think so, for such a belief would encourage them to 

expect the Lord’s return at any moment. The thinking goes that if you don’t believe you are living in 

the “last days“, that you might grow lukewarm and backslide. And since God wants us always to be 

living a fiery and dedicated life for Him, He wanted every generation to think they were in the last 

days. At least this is the theory that is proposed. However, this implies a very dangerous idea and 

would defy the integrity of the scriptures. 

If God inspired Paul to write those words to Timothy, and they were not living in the “last days”, then 

God would have inspired them to write a deception. One might think it’s a good deception since it 

urged them to serve God wholeheartedly. However, it was a deception. 

Paul, inspired by the Holy Ghost, declared that men foretold to come in the “last days” were alive in 

his day. Would God lie in order for us to serve Him wholeheartedly? 

Titus 1:2 (KJV) – “In hope of eternal life, which God, that cannot lie, promised before the world 

began;” 

God cannot lie. Neither would He deceive His Apostles and inspire them to write words that were not 

true. Ironically, the very same chapter quoted above ends with these words: 
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II Timothy 3:16-17 (KJV) – “All scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for 

doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness: That the man of God may be 

perfect, throughly furnished unto all good works.” 

Do we not regard these words of Paul to Timothy as Scripture today and inspired of God? 

Peter Speaks of the Last Times 

I Peter 1:19-20 (KJV) – “But with the precious blood of Christ, as of a lamb without blemish and 

without spot: Who verily was foreordained before the foundation of the world, but was manifest in 

these last times for you.“ 

In this passage, Peter was saying that when Jesus Christ arrived the “in these last times” were 

manifested or made known. Made manifest or known, that is to these first-century believers. Jesus, the 

Lamb slain from the foundation of the world had finally arrived. His blood was shed for the remission 

of their sins. 

The Last Days According to Jude 

Jude epistle was originally intended to speak about the common salvation. However, the Spirit of God 

urged him to write otherwise. 

Jude 1:3 (KJV) – “Beloved, when I gave all diligence to write unto you of the common salvation, it 

was needful for me to write unto you, and exhort you that ye should earnestly contend for the faith 

which was once delivered unto the saints.” 

As Jude continued to write, he spoke about “certain men” who already crept into the church unawares. 

And he reminded them of the Exodus story and the unbelievers who were destroyed by God. Then he 

made mention of the angels who left their first estate and were damned. Then he spoke of Sodom and 

Gomorrah’s example of the disobedient being punished by fire. Jude once again pointed to men of his 

day. 

Jude 1:8 (KJV) – “Likewise also these filthy dreamers defile the flesh, despise dominion, and speak 

evil of dignities.” 

Jude was referring to men of his day. These men had already crept into the Church. Then Jude, inspired 

by the Holy Ghost referred to words of Jesus and the Apostles: 

Jude 1:17-19 (KJV) – “But, beloved, remember ye the words which were spoken before of the 

apostles of our Lord Jesus Christ; How that they told you there should be mockers in the last time, 

who should walk after their own ungodly lusts. These be they who separate themselves, sensual, 

having not the Spirit.” 

Jude is saying that “in the last time” that there would be mockers who would be carnal and sensuous. 

Then he clearly points out that the mockers were living in his day by declaring “these be they“! Jude 

made that statement nearly 2000 years ago. He was not referring to a time future to his generation. He 

did not say “those be they”. 
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Peter Preaches the First Salvation Message 

Acts 2:15-17 (KJV) – “For these are not drunken, as ye suppose, seeing it is [but] the third hour of the 

day. But this is that which was spoken by the prophet Joel; And it shall come to pass in the last days, 

saith God, I will pour out of my Spirit upon all flesh: and your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, 

and your young men shall see visions, and your old men shall dream dreams” 

The Last Days Have (Had) Arrived 

Peter was among the hundred and twenty that were in the upper room on the Jewish day of Pentecost. 

Peter, full of the Holy Ghost and under that inspiration of God preached a sermon that quoted Joel’s 

prophecy concerning “the last days.” Peter was telling these Jews, who were very familiar with the 

prophecies of the Old Testament, that what they were witnessing was the outpouring of God’s Spirit. 

And as proof, he quotes a passage from the book of Joel. Instead of looking ahead to the arrival of the 

“last days” Peter is declaring that the “last days” have arrived since God was pouring out His Spirit. 

This is possibly the clearest scriptural text to show that the Apostles preached that they were living in 

the “last days” or that the “last days” had finally arrived. 

Hebrew’s Mention of the Last Days 

Hebrews 1:1-2 (KJV) – “God, who at sundry times and in divers manners spake in time past unto the 

fathers by the prophets, Hath in these last days spoken unto us by his Son, whom he hath appointed 

heir of all things, by whom also he made the worlds;” 

Here again, the writer of Hebrews is linking the coming of the Son of God with living in “these last 

days”. Notice the writer didn’t say “those last days” but “these last days”. They wrote as if they 

believed the “last days” had arrived in their day. The scriptures declare that these men were inspired of 

God. Why then did they believe that they were living in the “last days”? Were they mistaken? 

John’s Words Regarding the “Last Time” 

I John 2:18-19 (KJV) – “Little children, it is the last time: and as ye have heard that antichrist shall 

come, even now are there many antichrists; whereby we know that it is the last time . They went out 

from us, but they were not of us; for if they had been of us, they would no doubt have continued with 

us: but they went out, that they might be made manifest that they were not all of us.” 

In this letter, John is pointing out the fact that because there were “many antichrists” they would know 

they were in the “last time”. John was concerned that some in their group were leaving the faith. Their 

leaving was additional evidence that they were living in the “last time”. Of course, the question should 

be what “last days” or “last time” was John referring to? Was John referring to the end of the world or 

something else entirely? 

The Last Days of What? 

The Bible is the inspired word of God. Therefore, the disciples were inspired of God when they penned 

the words in the above passages. We need to “rightly divide the word” to find the correct 

interpretation. 

http://www.scripturerevealed.com/prophecy/whos-afraid-of-the-antichrist/
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What’s very clear is that the disciples preached they were living in the “last days.” They were God 

inspired to preach that message. But that was the 1st century A.D. How could the disciples have been 

living in the “last days” when we are still on earth nearly 2000 years later? 

I believe the answer is very simple. The disciples could not have been referring to the “last days” of 

planet earth. They weren’t referring to the end of the world or the 2nd coming of Jesus Christ 2000 plus 

years into the future. There just aren’t any scriptures that show that these men are speaking of the “last 

days” of the planet earth. They must be referring to the “last days” of something else. The question is 

what was this something else? 

An Age Comes to an End 

Throughout the Bible, we find God making covenants with man. The Old Covenant and the New 

Covenants are the two major divisions of the Bible. The major theme of the Old Covenant was that 

Messiah would come. The New Covenant declares that Messiah has arrived. One “age” or “time” was 

ending to be replaced by a new and more perfect “age”. Jesus prophesied both the destruction of the 

Temple as well as the city of Jerusalem in His generation. True to His word, in 70 A.D. Jerusalem and 

the Temple were destroyed. 

Jesus declared that the “end” would not fully come until certain signs would occur. He listed signs of 

earthquakes, pestilence, persecution and Christian martyrdom in Matthew chapter 24. He listed the 

same persecution in Matthew chapter 23. Jesus said that His disciples would flee from city to city 

because of the persecution. 

By reading the book of Acts, the fulfillment of these signs is easily seen. The church did suffer 

persecution. False prophets arose throughout the land. It is clear that the “last days”, referred to by the 

apostles, stretched from the day of Pentecost to the destruction of Jerusalem and the Temple in A.D. 70. 

This period lasted approximately forty years. A Biblical generation is commonly regarded as forty 

years. 

Peter quoted Joel’s “last day” prophecy of God’s Spirit being poured out upon all flesh. The coming 

destruction was signified by the prophetic language of the sun turning dark and blood-colored moon. 

The outpouring of the Spirit refers to the Day of Pentecost. The descriptions of the sun and moon refer 

to the destruction of Jerusalem in A.D. 70. That 1st-century generation would see the temple and the 

city of Jerusalem destroyed and the Judaic religious system come to an end. Those who rejected Christ 

and crucified Him would witness these events. An age was coming to a close. 

Hebrews 1:1-2 (KJV) – “God, who at sundry times and in divers manners spake in time past unto the 

fathers by the prophets, Hath in these last days spoken unto us by his Son, whom he hath appointed 

heir of all things, by whom also he made the worlds;” 

Notice that Hebrews 1:2 contrasts the Old Testament age with the age of the Church and mentions the 

term “these last days”.  In other words, the “last days” were the absolute closing out of anything to do 

with the Old Testament and its temple sacrificial system. What happened on the cross ended the time of 

the Law and the prophets. During Jesus’ crucifixion, the temple still stood but would soon be destroyed 

along with its city Jerusalem. 

According to the Apostles, the “last days” refer to the time frame between Christ’s cross and the 

destruction of Jerusalem and the temple in A.D. 70. These apostles were not merely writing words 
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based upon their erring opinions of when the “last days” would occur. They wrote, inspired by God, 

regarding the temple’s destruction, as well as Jesus’ prophecy regarding Jerusalem’s destruction. 

What makes more sense and agrees with the inspiration of the scriptures? That God inspired the 

apostles to believe incorrectly that they were living in the “last days”? Or, that God inspired the 

apostles to write about the “last days” of the temple’s existence and the Jewish religion?  And when the 

time came Christian believers in Jerusalem would flee to the mountains and be safe from the 

devastation? We now have seen that the “last days” of the temple and Jerusalem certainly occurred 

during the days of the early church in the first century A.D. 

Finally, let me end this article with a quote from someone I admire deeply – Brother Nathaniel A. 

Urshan. Brother Urshan was the General Superintendent of the United Pentecostal Church International 

from 1978 until his retirement in 2002. 

“The Apostles preached the coming of the Lord because they thought it was the last days. Two 

thousand years later I am preaching the coming of the Lord because it is the last days.” (Rev. Nathaniel 

Urshan, The Coming of the Lord, The Pentecostal Herald, Jan. 2001, pg. 5) 

The Apostles were not mistaken. They believed it was the “last days” because it was. The Apostles 

wrote what they wrote under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. It was the “last days” of the Old 

Covenant sacrificial system and the advent of the New Covenant. The old was sweep away being 

replaced by the new. It was the “last days” of the Levitical Priesthood. It was the beginning of the 

“royal priesthood” of New Covenant believers. It was the time of the cross of Calvary and everything 

that it represented. 

Paul’s Warning About The Last Days: A Bible Study 

Terrible Times Are Coming 

The Apostle Paul, in writing about the last days to Timothy, wrote “that in the last days there will come 

times of difficulty” (2nd Tim 3:1). Does anyone doubt that today we are living in difficult times? 

Violence is escalating, terrorism is increasing, and the world’s economy is on shaky ground. Earlier, 

Paul had said “the Spirit expressly says that in later times some will depart from the faith by devoting 

themselves to deceitful spirits and teachings of demons” (1st Tim 4:1), and clearly this has happened 

and is happening at an ever-increasing rate. To see theology be replaced with a “me-ology” and become 

me-centered instead of Christ-centered is heartbreaking, because it isn’t a seeking of the kingdom first 

and foremost (Matt 6:33), but seeking “your best life now” above all things. If this is our best life now, 

then our destiny is not heaven because that will be the best of life, so if this is your best life now, then 

hell must be the next destination. 

What other things do you see that make you think we’re living in the last days? 

What are the difficulties you face today? 

Have you experienced churches, teachers, and pastors departing from the faith? 

What does that look like? 
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It’s All About Me 

The Apostle Paul warned that “people will be lovers of self, lovers of money, proud, arrogant, abusive, 

disobedient to their parents, ungrateful, unholy” (2nd Tim 3:2), and there is no doubting the fact that 

people are motivated by money, which is all about the self. Businesses are shrinking their products and 

services but raising their prices because they get more profits. If people are more “lovers of self” today, 

that means they will be “lovers of money” too because money is how they love themselves by 

satisfying the flesh. The more money they can make, the more love they can show to themselves 

(which isn’t really love but greed, or idolatry). The human heart is too often “proud, arrogant, 

abusive…ungrateful, and unholy.” Can you see the mainstream media touting more sex today than ever 

before? 

Have you seen churches shift from preaching and teaching to “getting the most out of life?” 

Where has the focused shifted? 

Is true discipleship being taught today or is teaching more topological? 

Why is expository or verse by verse preaching most effective? 

A Shift in Teaching/Preaching 

Instead of our teaching being Christocentric, it has become egocentric. Much of our preaching and 

teaching has shifted from being Bible-centered to happiness-focused. Rather than teaching the necessity 

for sharing in the sufferings of Christ, some teach how to avoid suffering and to be happy. Their goal is 

to avoid suffering at all costs, and we hear about God wanting us to be prosperous, happy, and healthy, 

but I can’t find that in the Bible. This type of teaching could fit into the coming kingdom but not our 

world today. 

Why do we focus more on self today than on Christ? 

What does it mean to share in the sufferings of Christ (Rom 8:17; 1st Pet 4:13)? 

What kind of prosperity does God want for us (3rd John 1:2)? 

21st Century Society 

Paul, in continuing to write about the last days, said that mankind will be “heartless, unappeasable, 

slanderous, without self-control, brutal, not loving good, treacherous, reckless, swollen with conceit, 

lovers of pleasure rather than lovers of God” (2nd Tim 3:3-4). If we look at today’s advertising, 

movies, TV, and the Internet, we can see the heartless violence, the slanderous words, a world with 

little self-control, haters of good, even calling good for evil (Isaiah 5:20), as well as being treacherous, 

full of conceit, and loving their own pleasure rather than loving God. Just looking back 40 years ago 

and you can easily see the vast differences between movies then and movies now, commercials then 

and commercials now. Advertisers focus on self-gratification because they know the human heart, at 

least to an extent. 

 

 

https://www.christianquotes.info/images/4-ways-we-prove-his-disciples/#axzz4hLMGP9e6
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What are some of the heartless things you’ve seen in your life? 

Is self-control an issue in your own life? If so, what areas do you struggle with? 

Why are commercials and movies becoming more violent and sexually explicit? 

Have video games followed a similar pattern? 

Does this make you yearn for Jesus’ return? 

Angels of Light 

Today we have unlimited preachers and teachers who appear just about as godly as can be on the 

outside, but inwardly, they are ravening wolves. Paul warned that some will have “the appearance of 

godliness, but denying its power,” so Paul says, “Avoid such people” (2nd Tim 3:5). You cannot tell a 

biblically sound preacher from a false one by the way the dress or look or talk. That’s because “even 

Satan disguises himself as an angel of light” (2nd Cor 11:4), “So it is no surprise if his servants, also, 

disguise themselves as servants of righteousness. Their end will correspond to their deeds” (2nd Cor 

11:4). The main way you can tell between the false and true preacher of God is the content in which he 

preaches. Biblical, expository, verse by verse preaching should be the rule rather than focusing on 

making Christians feel better about themselves and not worry about sin. 

What elements are missing in many pulpits today? 

Why are we so focused on looks and not on content? 

Is it hard to tell the false preacher from the sound one? 

Departing from the Faith 

Finally, the Apostle Paul warned us that “evil people and impostors will go on from bad to worse, 

deceiving and being deceived” (2nd Tim 3:13), while the godly are persecuted for trusting in Christ 

(2nd Tim 3:12). Even worse, “the time is coming when people will not endure sound teaching, but 

having itching ears they will accumulate for themselves teachers to suit their own passions, and will 

turn away from listening to the truth and wander off into myths” (2nd Tim 4:3-4). Paul wrote this just 

prior to or awaiting his execution, so apparently the Spirit of God warned him of perilous times to 

come, and I believe they have come. Today, false teachers are “devoting themselves to deceitful spirits 

and teachings of demons” (1st Tim 4:1), and may not even realize it because they too are deceived. 

Why don’t false teachers see their error? 

What is “sound teaching?” 

Do you know any “imposters” who are claiming they are ministers of light? 

It is easier to discern error from truth, especially biblical truth, if you are in the Word of God every day. 

Staying out of the Word can lead to doctrinal errors, but doctrinal errors are exposed when you stay in 

the Word. If we have the benchmark for truth, and we do in the Bible, then we’ll have a way to spot 

error when we hear it or read it. Without a good understanding of the Word of God, the word of man 

can deceive us more easily. Yes, we are in the last days, but every day is the “last days” for those who 

https://spiritualfitness.mn.co/
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reject Christ because they are one heartbeat away from eternity and every day we get that much closer 

to Christ’s return with every passing second. Today would be a good day to believe (2nd Cor 6:2), 

because tomorrow may never come for some of us. 

What will happen in the end times? 

What will happen in the end times? 

There’s a lot written in the Bible about the end times and it can be confusing to try to follow along with 

everything. Here we have summarized references from all over the Bible in order to give a better 

picture of the events that will take place in the end times. 

The breaking of the seven seals 

“And I saw in the right hand of Him who sat on the throne a scroll written inside and on the back, 

sealed with seven seals.”  Revelation 5:1. The breaking of each seal signifies an increase in war, 

famine, natural disasters, etc. on the earth. We can read a full account of the seven seals in Revelation 

6-8. 

The breaking of the seals is the first stage in the Great TribulationTribulations or trials refer to any 

event or situation that comes your way that tempts you to sin; that gives opportunity for sinful thoughts 

and temptations to rise up in you. The tribulation or trial arises when your ... , a time of turmoil and 

distress that signify the end times. 

The rapture of the Bride 

The rapture is the name given to the occasion when Jesus calls His bride home. We do not know 

exactly when the rapture will happen. Only God knows that. (Matthew 24:36) A clear description of the 

rapture is given in these verses from 1 Thessalonians: 

“For the Lord Himself will descend from heaven with a shout, with the voice of an archangel, and with 

the trumpet of God. And the dead in Christ will rise first. Then we who are alive and remain shall be 

caught up together with them in the clouds to meet the Lord in the air. And thus we shall always be with 

the Lord.”  1 Thessalonians 4:16-17 

This event is not the same as the second coming of Jesus, which takes place at the end of the Great 

Tribulation. 

The marriage of the Lamb 

The marriage of the Lamb is the wedding feast in heaven between Jesus and His bride. 

“‘Let us be glad and rejoice and give Him glory, for the marriage of the Lamb has come, and His wife 

has made herself ready.’ And to her it was granted to be arrayed in fine linen, clean and bright, for the 

fine linen is the righteous acts of the saints. Then he said to me, ‘Write: “Blessed are those who are 

called to the marriage supper of the Lamb!”’ And he said to me, ‘These are the true sayings of God.’”  

Revelation 19:7-9. 

https://biblia.com/bible/nkjv/Rev%205.1
https://biblia.com/bible/nkjv/Rev%206-8
https://biblia.com/bible/nkjv/Rev%206-8
https://activechristianity.org/glossary/tribulation
https://activechristianity.org/glossary/tribulation
https://biblia.com/bible/nkjv/Matt%2024.36
https://biblia.com/bible/nkjv/1%20Thess%204.16-17
https://biblia.com/bible/nkjv/Rev%2019.7-9
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There is not much written about the marriage of the Lamb in the Bible but we can infer that the 

marriage of the Lamb takes place between the rapture, and the second coming of Christ, right before the 

Millennium. 

The blowing of the seven trumpets 

After the bride has been raptured and the harlot has been cast down comes the second stage of the Great 

Tribulation. This stage consists of seven angels blowing seven trumpets in heaven. Each trumpet blown 

brings a new plague onto the earth. Details about this time can be found in Revelation 8-11. 

This stage also sees the rise of the Antichrist and the Beast, a confederacy of world leaders and 

governments that blaspheme God and worship themselves. You can read more about the beast and the 

Antichrist in Revelation 13. 

Once the final trumpet is blown then all of the secondfruits will have been harvested (given their lives 

as martyrs.) Satan will be thrown out of heaven and down to the earth. (Revelation 12:9) Then God will 

be ready to pour out His wrath and judgment over the earth. 

The emptying of the seven bowls 

The third and final stage of the Great Tribulation is the emptying of seven bowls of wrath over the 

earth. Now God has taken up both the firstfruits and the secondfruits. Those who are left on the earth 

are Satan, the Antichrist, the beast, and all those who follow them. Those who have chosen to follow 

Satan up until now will be beyond repentance. They will experience God’s judgment. 

Each bowl brings new plagues and tribulation to the earth. A full account of this can be found in 

Revelation 16. During this time the nation of Israel will be the only stable and safe country. God’s 

promises to Israel still hold fast. Because of this the Antichrist will gather all of his forces and move to 

make war on Jerusalem. In Israel’s time of greatest need Jesus will come back with the armies of 

heaven to liberate the earth and begin a time of peace, the Millennium. 

The second coming of Jesus 

At the end of the Great Tribulation, when all the nations are gathered to make war on Jerusalem, Jesus 

will come back with His bride. This is what is known as “the second coming of Jesus Christ” when He 

returns with His bride to defeat the Antichrist, the beast, and their followers. (Revelation 17:14) 

“Then the Lord will go forth and fight against those nations, as He fights in the day of battle. And in 

that day His feet will stand on the Mount of Olives, which faces Jerusalem on the east.”  Zechariah 

14:3-4. See also Revelation 19:11-16. 

After the battle Satan will be bound in the bottomless pit for a thousand years. (Revelation 20:1-3) 

Jesus will cast the Antichrist and the beast into the lake of fire. Those who followed them will be killed 

with the sword of God’s Word. (Revelation 19:19-21) Now Christ along with the saints will reign for 

1000 years. (Revelation 20:4) This is called the Millennium. 

 

 

https://biblia.com/bible/nkjv/Rev%208-11
https://biblia.com/bible/nkjv/Rev%2013
https://biblia.com/bible/nkjv/Rev%2012.9
https://biblia.com/bible/nkjv/Rev%2016
https://biblia.com/bible/nkjv/Rev%2017.14
https://biblia.com/bible/nkjv/Zech%2014.3-4
https://biblia.com/bible/nkjv/Zech%2014.3-4
https://biblia.com/bible/nkjv/Rev%2019.11-16
https://biblia.com/bible/nkjv/Rev%2020.1-3
https://biblia.com/bible/nkjv/Rev%2019.19-21
https://biblia.com/bible/nkjv/Rev%2020.4
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The Millennium 

The Millennium is the name given to the thousand years’ kingdom of peace when Jesus will rule over 

the whole earth from Jerusalem. 

It will be a truly amazing time on earth. Read Isaiah 65:20-25 for a fuller description of the wonder and 

harmony that will characterize this time. The entire earth will be ruled by Christ, His bride and the 

martyrs. (Revelation 20:4) 

At the end of the Millennium Satan will be loosed from his chains for a short time, though it is unclear 

exactly how long this time is. He will then gather an army from all over the earth and they will 

surround Jerusalem again. God will then send fire down from heaven to devour them. The devil will 

finally be cast into the lake of fire and brimstone where the Beast and the Antichrist are, and they will 

be tormented there forever. (Revelation 20:7-10) 

This will happen at the end of the Millennium and will be the last event before the Final Judgment 

takes place. 

The Last Judgment 

The Final Judgment takes place at the end of the Millennium, after Satan’s last rebellion. This judgment 

will be for all those who have not experienced God’s judgment already. 

Everyone who has died will now be resurrected and together with the living will be judged before 

God’s great white throne according to their works in their time here on earth. Books are opened which 

contain all the details of what everyone has done in their life. Another book is opened called the Book 

of Life. (Revelation 20:11-12) 

Those who have shown patient continuance in doing good will receive glory, honour and peace. All 

who practiced unrighteousness, in any of its forms, and remain unrepentant, will earn God’s wrath and 

righteous judgment, regardless of who they are or their religious background. God is a righteous God. 

(Romans 1:27-2:16) All whose name is not found written in the Book of Life will be cast into the lake 

of fire. (Revelation 21:8) 

Eternity 

When God makes everything new, that includes even a new heaven and a new earth, because both the 

old heaven and the old earth have been tainted by sin. Even heaven was blemished by Satan when he 

tried to exalt himself above God. 

In God’s new creation, every consequence of sin from the first creation – sorrow, pain and death will be 

no more. Fellowship between God and man will be restored, as well as fellowship between people. 

Jesus will reign from Jerusalem with His bride, and from them the glory of God will illuminate the new 

earth. 

“Now I saw a new heaven and a new earth, for the first heaven and the first earth had passed away. 

Also there was no more sea. Then I, John, saw the holy city, New Jerusalem, coming down out of 

heaven from God …And I heard a loud voice from heaven saying, ‘Behold, the tabernacle of God is 

with men, and He will dwell with them … And God will wipe away every tear from their eyes; there 

https://biblia.com/bible/nkjv/Isa%2065.20-25
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shall be no more death, nor sorrow, nor crying. There shall be no more pain, for the former things have 

passed away.’ Then He who sat on the throne said, ‘Behold, I make all things new.’  Revelation 21:1-5. 

 Conclusion 

In the biblical book of Revelation, Jesus Christ foretold many more signs of the time of 

the end. What do these mysterious signs mean?  

In the Gospel accounts Jesus gave a brief summary of the events and conditions leading up to His 

return. But later He filled in many details. Sixty years passed before He revealed more of the specifics 

about the end time to the apostle John. This long and detailed prophecy is in the last book of the 

Bible, Revelation. 

Here we find again the outline of the prophecy Jesus gave on the Mount of Olives, but represented in 

extensive symbolism. We also find additional details. 

In the first chapter John writes that, in vision, he was taken to the time he called “the Lord’s day”—the 

same period called “the day of the Lord” by earlier prophets and other apostles (Isaiah 13:6-9; Joel 

1:15; Amos 5:18-20; Obadiah 1:15; Zephaniah 1:14; Zechariah 14:1; Malachi 4:5; 1 Thessalonians 5:2; 

2 Peter 3:10). 

Vision of the end time 

Revelation is a book written to reveal the future, and Jesus Christ is the One who does the revealing: 

“The Revelation of Jesus Christ, which God gave Him to show His servants—things which must 

shortly take place … Behold, He is coming with clouds, and every eye will see Him, even they who 

pierced Him. And all the tribes of the earth will mourn because of Him” (Revelation 1:1-7). 

Here is the theme of Revelation—the time of the end of the age and the return of Jesus Christ to 

establish God’s Kingdom on earth. 

John explains where he was when he received this vision of the end time: “I, John, both your brother 

and companion in the tribulation and kingdom and patience of Jesus Christ, was on the island that is 

called Patmos for the word of God and for the testimony of Jesus Christ. I was in the Spirit on the 

Lord’s Day, and I heard behind me a loud voice, as of a trumpet” (Revelation 1:9-10). 

The Lord’s day (also known as “the day of the Lord” or “the day of Christ” throughout Scripture) is the 

time of God’s intervention in human affairs when He establishes His Kingdom. (Plainly in this context 

it does not refer to a particular day of the week for worshipping God. To better understand which day 

God has set aside for rest and worship, please download or request our free booklet Sunset to Sunset: 

God’s Sabbath Rest. ) 

The apostle Paul, referring to this same time, says: “For you yourselves know perfectly that the day of 

the Lord so comes as a thief in the night. For when they say, ‘Peace and safety!’ then sudden 

destruction comes upon them, as labor pains upon a pregnant woman. And they shall not escape” (1 

Thessalonians 5:2-3). 
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In another epistle Paul calls it “the day of Christ” (2 Thessalonians 2:2). The reason is that Jesus Christ, 

the Lord, intervenes in a powerful way at this time to take over the world. This is why this end-time 

period is called the Lord’s day. 

John’s vision of the Lord’s day begins in Revelation 4: “Immediately I was in the Spirit; and behold, a 

throne set in heaven, and One sat on the throne” (Revelation 4:2). After describing the scene in heaven, 

John focuses on a scroll God holds that lists end-time events. “And I saw in the right hand of Him who 

sat on the throne a scroll written inside and on the back, sealed with seven seals” (Revelation 5:1). 

Only Jesus Christ, called the Lamb, is worthy to open the seals and unleash these end-time events. 

When God the Father determines the time is ready, He authorizes Jesus to initiate the events written on 

the scroll. They include the terrifying end-time occurrences prophesied throughout the Scriptures to 

take place during the 3 1⁄2 year period. 

The seven seals describe the events before and during Christ’s return to rule the earth. “Then I looked, 

and I heard the voice of many angels …saying with a loud voice, ‘Worthy is the Lamb who was slain to 

receive power and riches and wisdom, and strength and honor and glory and blessing!’” (Revelation 

5:11-12). Here Jesus Christ is being authorized to unleash the final events and then establish His 

Kingdom on earth. 

Christ opens the seven seals 

John then describes events and trends to take place during the period before the 3 1⁄2 years. Jesus 

opens, in Revelation 6, the seven seals on the scroll of prophecy. The first four of the seven represent 

events beginning in the days of the apostles and leading up to the time of the end. Jesus gave the 

meaning of the seals in the Olivet Prophecy about the end time (Matthew 24, Mark 13, Luke 21). 

The first seal (Revelation 6:1-2) represents widespread deception by a false Christianity that began in 

the days of the apostles (Matthew 24:4-5). The second seal (Revelation 6:3-4) refers to the increasing 

devastation caused by war as the end approaches (Matthew 24:6-7). The third seal (Revelation 6:5-6) 

represents increasing hunger and famines (Matthew 24:7). Other consequences of war and famine are 

represented by the fourth seal (Revelation 6:7-8)—such things as disease, plagues and civil unrest that 

kill many people (Matthew 24:7). 

All of the events in the first four seals have been occurring, with varying frequency and intensity, from 

Christ’s time to our day. But they have greatly intensified over the last century and will grow even 

worse in the suffering mankind will have to endure nearer the end. 

The fifth seal (Revelation 6:9-11) brings us directly to the time of the end. It acknowledges the past 

persecution and martyrdom of God’s servants and announces they will have to wait “a little while 

longer, until both the number of their fellow servants and their brethren, who would be killed as they 

were, was completed,” before God avenges their deaths. 

In Matthew 24:9 Jesus tells His followers this will be a time when “they will deliver you up to 

tribulation and kill you, and you will be hated by all nations for My name’s sake.” He also describes it 

as a time of “great tribulation” unlike anything the world has ever experienced (Matthew 24:21). 
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The sixth seal 

The next seal describes how “powers of the heavens will be shaken” (Matthew 24:29) after the end-

time tribulation and martyrdom of the saints has begun but before God’s wrath is unleashed in “the day 

of the Lord” (Joel 2:31). These heavenly signs announce the beginning of the Day of the Lord. 

Terrifying heavenly signs announce Jesus Christ’s direct intervention in world events to save mankind 

from itself. This shows that, while God has permitted the previous end-time disasters, Satan has been 

their driving force. Now God begins to demolish Satan’s kingdom, pouring out His wrath on a 

rebellious and insolent world. 

“I looked when He opened the sixth seal, and behold, there was a great earthquake; and the sun became 

black as sackcloth of hair, and the moon became like blood. And the stars of heaven fell to the earth, as 

a fig tree drops its late figs when it is shaken by a mighty wind. Then the sky receded as a scroll when it 

is rolled up, and every mountain and island was moved out of its place. 

“And the kings of the earth, the great men, the rich men, the commanders, the mighty men, every slave 

and every free man, hid themselves in the caves and in the rocks of the mountains, and said to the 

mountains and rocks, ‘Fall on us and hide us from the face of Him who sits on the throne and from the 

wrath of the Lamb! For the great day of His wrath has come, and who is able to stand?’” (Revelation 

6:12-17). 

Jesus described this sixth sign in His Olivet Prophecy: “And there will be signs in the sun, in the moon, 

and in the stars; and on the earth distress of nations, with perplexity, the sea and the waves roaring; 

men’s hearts failing them from fear and the expectation of those things which are coming on the earth, 

for the powers of the heavens will be shaken. Then they will see the Son of Man coming in a cloud with 

power and great glory. Now when these things begin to happen, look up and lift up your heads, because 

your redemption [rescue] draws near” (Luke 21:25-28). 

Consequently, in the latter part of the 3 1⁄2 years of Satan’s wrath, God will intervene, first with signs 

and wonders in the heavens, then by orchestrating His final punishments before Jesus Christ’s return. 

The seventh and final seal  

Finally the seventh seal is opened (Revelation 8). It describes seven other aspects of end-time events, 

each announced with a trumpet blast. In the first four of these plagues God strikes the earth and 

mankind’s environmental support systems. The fifth trumpet’s plague inflicts great pain on those 

refusing to serve God. In the sixth trumpet plague, God permits an unimaginably destructive and all-out 

worldwide war to begin (Revelation 8-9). 

With the sounding of the seventh trumpet, the Bible reveals that “the mystery of God would be 

finished, as He declared to His servants the prophets” (Revelation 10:7). 

This mystery of the end time was briefly alluded to in the Garden of Eden and its meaning glimpsed by 

the patriarchs and prophets. John writes: “Then the seventh angel sounded: And there were loud voices 

in heaven, saying, ‘The kingdoms of this world have become the kingdoms of our Lord and of His 

Christ, and He shall reign forever and ever!’” (Revelation 11:15). 
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God is in control. Every prophetic detail will be carried out according to His time frame. (To learn 

much more about this intriguing book, be sure to request our free booklet The Book of Revelation 

Unveiled. ) 

As Christ concluded His Olivet Prophecy in Luke 21:34-36, He warned His disciples who would live 

during the end time: “But take heed to yourselves, lest your hearts be weighed down with carousing, 

drunkenness, and cares of this life, and that Day come on you unexpectedly. For it will come as a snare 

on all those who dwell on the face of the whole earth. Watch therefore, and pray always that you may 

be counted worthy to escape all these things that will come to pass [the terrible end-time events], and to 

stand before the Son of Man.” 
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